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ABSTRACT 

Public and private sector interest in nuclear reactor technologies is growing as utilities and other 
energy suppliers seek options for scalable, dispatchable, concentrated, and non-emitting energy 
generation. In the U.S. and the rest of the world, the need for nuclear power has been highlighted 
in many high-level studies that focus on topics ranging from national and international security, 
to the importance of nuclear as a carbon free, reliable, and resilient energy source. 

However, cost overruns and schedule delays experienced during recent nuclear power projects 
and other large construction projects must be addressed. Analysis of recent nuclear projects 
(U.S., Europe, and non-Western regions) has shown similarities among successful projects and 
challenges shared by projects that went over budget, did not meet construction schedule targets, 
or both. 

This report identifies methods and technologies that could enable a reduction in cost for new 
nuclear plants and develops a cost estimation tool that can be used to determine the main cost 
drivers. Drivers for both first of a kind (FOAK) and Nth of a kind (NOAK) construction are 
considered, but the cost estimation tool is based on NOAK. 

The cost estimation tool incorporates lessons learned from recent projects and can potentially 
help future owner-operators allocate their funding and invest in technologies that can 
substantially decrease the cost of new nuclear plants. Six general categories were defined, based 
on the primary way the technology reduces cost, and the tool was used to assess the financial 
savings resulting from the implementation of a variety of technologies. 

For each identified cost driver, a roadmap was developed to show the timeline over which 
technology would need to be developed and deployed to substantially reduce the cost of new 
plants. The cost estimation tool was then used to estimate the contribution that each area could 
have in reducing the Overnight Construction Cost (OCC) and the Levelized Cost of Electricity 
(LCOE) for new nuclear power construction. 

Keywords 
Advanced Nuclear Technology 
Economic Roadmap for New Nuclear Reactors 
Levelized Cost of Electricity  
Nuclear Costs Estimating Tool 
Overnight Construction Costs 
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Deliverable Number: 3002015935 

Product Type: Technical Report 

Product Title: Advanced Nuclear Technology: Economic-Based Research and 
Development Roadmap for Nuclear Power Plant Construction 

 
PRIMARY AUDIENCE: Utilities, technology developers, policymakers, investors, and other stakeholders who 
want to understand potential cost drivers, economic barriers, and potential cost reductions for new nuclear 
reactors 

SECONDARY AUDIENCE: General public and industry partners with an interest in understanding the 
economic factors for new nuclear reactors 

KEY RESEARCH QUESTION 

Cost overruns and schedule delays experienced during recent nuclear power plant projects must be reviewed 
and addressed. 

EPRI seeks to answer the fundamental questions:  
 What are the main cost drivers for new nuclear plants? 
 What cost estimation methods, technology gaps, and roadmaps exist or are needed to enable a 

reduction in the cost of new nuclear construction? 
 What are the estimated financial impacts of implementing specific and targeted R&D to provide the 

highest cost-benefit to new nuclear construction? 

RESEARCH OVERVIEW  

In keeping with its previous leadership role in the commercialization of advanced light water reactors 
(ALWRs)—and in collaboration with relevant stakeholders from the advanced nuclear community—EPRI has 
developed a cost estimation tool that can be used to determine the main cost drivers for new nuclear plants. 

This cost estimation tool, intended to be used for an “Nth of a Kind” (NOAK) reactor, was developed using a 
deterministic bottom-up modeling approach and drew mainly from the DOE’s Energy Economic Database 
(EEDB) program. In parallel with the model development, industry experts contributed ideas for cost drivers 
and what solutions might be used to address them. Although the codes of accounts are organized by 
components and grouped by direct and indirect costs, the surveyed industry experts phrased their cost drivers 
as concepts that extended across multiple Code of Accounts (COAs) with solutions that decreased costs in 
multiple ways (e.g., schedule reduction, increases to craft-labor productivity, reductions in managerial labor 
expenses, lower material costs and quantities, etc.). 

Generic technologies were then evaluated to provide representative examples and illustrate the potential cost 
savings that could be achieved through the implementation of a specific technology. Also, for each identified 
cost driver, a roadmap was developed to show the timeline over which technology would need to be developed 
and deployed to substantially reduce the cost of new plants. 
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KEY FINDINGS  

 The most significant cost reduction strategies found were those that were able to reduce construction 
duration, in addition to the savings in labor and to a lesser extent, the savings in materials. These 
savings are further amplified when accounting for reduced interest costs.  

 Civil and structural design was also found to be a significant cost driver, largely because any 
advancements in this area have the potential to decrease the construction duration. Over half of the 
potential cost savings ($456/kWe out of $892/kWe) in this cost driver are a result of schedule 
reduction. 

 The cost of materials was perceived or assumed to be a major cost driver. However, the results show 
that reducing the cost of all plant materials by 50% would only result in $343/kWe of savings 
($258/kWe in materials and $125/kWe in indirect costs).  

 It was estimated that the lack of constructability affects $2338/kW of total overnight construction cost 
(OCC). Roughly half of this is structures and improvements, while the other half is distributed across 
other COAs.  

 If existing technologies are used to improve all five of the quantitatively assessed cost drivers, there 
is an opportunity to reduce costs by $2079/kW from the existing baseline OCC of $5500/kW, resulting 
in a potential OCC cost of $3421/kW. 

 Consistent with the findings of other studies, the direct cost of the nuclear island was found to be less 
than 20% of all direct costs.  

 Many cost overruns during plant construction occur because the FOAK plant designs are not 100% 
completed prior to beginning construction. There is a strong negative correlation between OCC and 
percent design completion. 

 Labor cost was determined to be the largest cost driver and inspection delays are one of the identified 
reasons that contributes to reduced worker productivity in nuclear construction. 

WHY THIS MATTERS 

As the U.S. and global power sectors continue to evolve and incorporate higher levels of variable renewable 
energy, demand-side flexibility, and distributed generation, greater emphasis is placed on the dispatchability 
and reliability of grid resources. New nuclear reactor designs offer options that could meet these needs. 

Understanding the main cost drivers and the potential savings that could be achieved by implementing specific 
technologies, could help guide future R&D and focus on existing gaps that prevent new nuclear to be deployed 
in a more economical manner. 
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HOW TO APPLY RESULTS 

These results, focused primarily on mitigating risks specific to NOAK construction, can inform utilities, potential 
owners, investors, and technology developers in their decisions regarding a more economically viable 
development and deployment of new nuclear reactors. They can also provide a better understanding of the 
existing challenges and opportunities related to the development and deployment for new nuclear power 
plants.  

Additional savings could be achieved by addressing the cost drivers for which a quantitative analysis was not 
done, assuming more aggressive cost reductions for the analyzed cost-drivers, or assuming that schedule 
reductions from reduced craft labor costs (increases in worker productivity) and improved civil/structural 
design are not mutually exclusive.  

LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

 EPRI has established a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) under the Advanced Nuclear 
Technology (ANT) Program, to provide a forum for exchanging information and obtaining input on the 
direction and nature of EPRI’s ANT strategic focus and research and development for advanced 
nuclear power plants. 

 Users of this report may be interested in the Construction Speed and Quality Technical Advisory Group 
(TAG). Contact Hasan Charkas at 704.595.2645 or hcharkas@epri.com for additional information. 

EPRI CONTACT: Cristian Marciulescu, Principal Technical Leader, cmarciulescu@epri.com 

PROGRAM: Nuclear Power, P41 and Advanced Nuclear Technology, P41.08.01 

IMPLEMENTATION CATEGORY: Strategic-Long Term 
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1-1 

1  
INTRODUCTION 

In the 1970s and 1980s, various organizations regularly updated the existing tools used to 
estimate the cost of new light water reactors (LWRs). However, during the 1990s, the 
construction of new nuclear power plants in U.S. stopped, which resulted in the nuclear cost 
estimation tools, maintained by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), becoming outdated. 
A summary of these tools is presented in Section 5.  

The purpose of this project was to develop and provide a cost estimation tool that can be used to 
determine the main cost drivers for new nuclear power plants. For each identified cost driver, a 
roadmap was developed to show the timeline over which technology would need to be developed 
and deployed to substantially reduce the cost of new plants. The cost estimation tool was then 
used to show the effect that example projects could have on reducing the Overnight Construction 
Cost (OCC) and the Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE). 

In early 2000s, cost estimation methodologies and guidelines were developed by a number 
of organizations such as the Economics Modeling Working Group (EMWG) of the Gen IV 
International Forum. These methodologies were similar in structure to those that had been 
maintained by the DOE since the 1960’s. Cost estimating studies were also undertaken by 
private companies, universities, and research organizations in anticipation of a nuclear 
renaissance in the 2010 timeframe. However, beginning in the early 2000’s, the economics 
of nuclear power in Western countries became less favorable due to the availability of cheaper 
natural gas and the deployment of renewables, as an alternative for reducing the carbon footprint 
of electricity production. 

Despite these factors, there is a continued interest in deploying new nuclear energy, but with 
the caveat that nuclear must be able to be deployed more economically. Nuclear has also a 
significant potential to take advantage of the economies of scale and is expected to decrease 
per-unit cost as more reactors are built (Ingersoll, 2019). Maintaining the nuclear industry’s 20% 
market share of global energy production, will require adding ~60-90 GW (the nominal plant 
size assumed in this report was 1.1 GW) of new nuclear power, as shown in Figure 1-1. Being 
able to maintain the size of the current fleet is often seen as an important step in meeting future 
decarbonization targets. 

Cost overruns and schedule delays experienced during recent nuclear projects and other large 
construction projects have contributed to skepticism regarding the economic feasibility of 
nuclear power. However, non-U.S. (including non-Western) regions that have committed to 
nuclear, have shown that with proper planning, execution, and application of novel technologies 
in some cases, the nuclear fleet can be expanded affordably. Analysis of recent nuclear projects 
has shown consistent similarities among successful projects and common challenges shared by 
projects that went over budget, did not meet construction schedule targets, or both. Some of these 
common traits are listed in Table 1-1.  
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The cost estimation tool built for this analysis, incorporates lessons learned from recent projects 
and can potentially help future owner-operators allocate their funding and invest in technologies 
that can substantially decrease the cost of new nuclear plants.  

Table 1-1 
Common Characteristics in Low and High Cost Nuclear Construction Projects 
(ETI, 2018 Appendix A) 

 

 
Figure 1-1 
New Construction Needed to Maintain Nuclear’s Current Market Share (NEI 2019 
Appendix A) 
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2  
SUMMARY AND ROADMAP 

The following subsections provide the main conclusions of this modeling effort and lay out an 
example roadmap for addressing cost drivers for constructing nuclear power plants. 

2.1 Summary 
A deterministic bottom-up modeling approach (described in Section 6.2) was used to develop an 
AACE International Class 4/5 cost estimating analysis for “Nth of a Kind” (NOAK) LWRs. This 
analysis drew mainly from the DOE’s Energy Economic Database (EEDB) program developed 
in the 1970s and 1980s (discussed in Section 6.3). Consideration of cost reduction due to reduced 
construction schedule are included and based on G4ECONS model correlations (discussed in 
Section 6.4.12). 

In parallel with model development, industry experts contributed ideas for cost drivers and what 
solutions might be used to address them. The resulting presentations and materials from the 
EPRI/GAIN/NEI co-sponsored workshop (held in Washington, D.C. on January 17-18) are 
documented in Appendix A of this report. 

Although the codes of accounts are organized by components and grouped by direct and indirect 
costs, the surveyed industry experts phrased their cost drivers as concepts that extended across 
multiple Code of Accounts (COAs) with solutions that decreased costs in multiple ways 
(e.g., schedule reduction, increases to craft labor productivity, reductions in managerial labor 
expenses, lower material costs and quantities, etc.). To align with this approach, a set of twelve 
cost drivers were identified: 

• Craft Labor Costs (Section 7.1.1) 

• Baseline Civil/Structural Design Costs (Section 7.1.2) 

• Baseline Constructability of Design (Section 7.1.3) 

• Material Costs (Section 7.1.4) 

• Inspection (QA/QC) Delays (Section 7.1.5) 

• Reliance Upon Consensus Based Codes and Standards (Section 7.1.6) 

• Excessive Margin (Section 7.1.7) 

• Non-severability of Design Features (Section 7.1.8) 

• Regulatory Requirements (Section 7.1.9) 
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• Supply Chain Issues (Section 7.1.10) 

• Unknown Risks (Section 7.1.11) 

• Workforce Training (Qualifications) (Section 7.1.12)  

These cost drivers overlap in many cases (e.g., an increase in the constructability of a design may 
also contribute to a reduction in craft labor costs) and thus the sum total of the cost drivers adds 
up to more than $5500/kW (the baseline OCC). The magnitudes of five of these drivers (craft 
labor costs, civil/structural design, constructability of design, materials, and inspection QA/QC) 
were assessed as the other factors are qualitative in nature, in order to help focus research efforts 
towards addressing the most significant cost drivers.  

The following conclusions can be drawn from this analysis: 

• The cost of nuclear construction in the United States, adjusted for inflation, began increasing 
significantly following the Three Mile Island (TMI) incident and these cost increases 
promulgated through the last builds in the 1990s. Many organizations, states, utility 
commissions, and vendors tracked the costs over this timeframe and assembled very large 
and comprehensive databases of costs through the early 2000s. While a number of the 
$5500/kW baseline OCC starting points were considered for this project (EIA data, published 
EPC estimates, predictions generated by universities and research organization, analyses by 
financial institutions, EPRI findings, etc.), the project chose to start from the most recent data 
produced by the U.S. DOE under the EEDB program (the so-called 1987 “Phase IX Update” 
to the 23-year study sponsored by DOE). More specifically, the baseline PWR12ME (or 
median estimate) costs, labor hours, materials and commodity costs, and schedule data from 
1987 were adjusted for inflation to 2017. This resulted in an extrapolated predicted OCC of 
$5500/kWe.  

• The consensus reached by the industry experts engaged as part of this project, was that if a 
notional $3000/kWe OCC could be achieved, nuclear would likely be a financially attractive 
source of electricity, although it would still be significantly more expensive per kWe than 
most other energy technologies in many parts of the United States. The main conclusion from 
the comparison above is that extrapolating U.S. experience/construction experience and 
performance from the late 1980’s to today would not lead to meeting target goals for costs. 

• Consistent with the findings of other studies, the direct cost of the nuclear island was found 
to be less than 20% of all direct costs (i.e., 80% of on-site labor, on-site materials, and off-
site manufacturing are for components in the balance of plant). Therefore, the perception that 
only the NSSS reactor hardware cost that must come down to make nuclear competitive, is 
not correct; significant savings should also be pursued in the balance of plant. 

• Reducing the construction time from 72 months (nominal case cited by the EEDB for 
PWR12 “Better Experience” or PWR12 BE) to 55 months results in a reduction in indirect 
costs of $456/kW (according to the methodology described in Section 6.4.12). Reductions in 
schedule also significantly decrease the risk and the cost of schedule delays.  

• Many cost overruns during plant construction occur because the FOAK plant designs are not 
100% completed prior to the beginning of construction. There is a strong negative correlation 
between percent design completion and OCC. 
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• Labor cost was determined to be the largest cost driver in building a Pressurized Water 
Reactor (PWR) in the U.S. such as the IPWR12 design described in detail in the EEDB 
program. Labor accounted for $2925/kWe of the $5500/kWe projected cost or over 50% of 
OCC. The two contributors to total labor costs were direct labor ($982/kW or 18% of total 
cost) and labor associated with indirect costs (i.e., professional services, home office 
engineering, etc. $1943/kW or 35% of total cost). In this project, it was shown that increasing 
worker productivity is a key opportunity in that it not only decreases craft labor costs (payroll 
per amount of work completed), but it also significantly reduces schedule, resulting in 
savings across multiple fronts. An additional opportunity is to reduce the number of indirect 
labor hours (see later sections of this report for a breakdown of various “code of accounts” 
(COA) that tabulate labor hours for dozens of construction and indirect cost activities). 

• It was estimated that the lack of constructability affects $2338/kW of total OCC. Roughly 
half of this is structures and improvements, while the other half is distributed across other 
COAs. In 1987, DOE examined opportunities for improved constructability in a hypothetical 
design called the IPWR12 (Improved PWR12). The IPWR12 model predicts that better 
design and construction methods could decrease these applicable “code of accounts” or 
COAs by 15-35% which equates to $503/kWe or about 20% of the target cost reductions 
needed to reach the notional $3000/kWe goal, to make nuclear more competitive with fossil 
plants. 

• Civil and structural design was also found to be a significant cost driver, largely because any 
advancements in this area have the potential to decrease the construction duration (and 
indirect costs), as modularization allows construction activities to be conducted in parallel. 
As with many of the other cost drivers, over half of the potential cost savings ($456/kWe out 
of $892/kWe) in this cost driver are a result of schedule reduction. 

• The cost of materials is often perceived to be a major cost driver. However, the results show 
that reducing the cost of all plant materials by 50% would only result in $343/kWe of savings 
($258/kWe in materials and $125/kWe in indirect costs). Technologies that save materials 
should be identified, but particular focus should be placed on identifying building materials 
that facilitate construction (e.g., materials that reduce construction duration or inspection 
requirements). 

• Inspection delays are one of the identified reasons that contributes to reduced worker 
productivity in nuclear construction. Proper training of inspectors could reduce inspection 
delays resulting in reductions in labor costs. Additional savings could be realized if 
reductions in inspection time resulted in reduced indirect costs. 

The most significant cost reduction strategies are those that are able to reduce construction 
duration, in addition to the savings in labor and to a lesser extent, the savings in materials. These 
savings are further amplified when accounting for reduced interest costs.  

Section 7.3 shows that technology areas are likely to have a larger effect if they meet some or all 
of the following criteria: decrease interference between resources, reduce project timeline, affect 
multiple cost drivers, and affect multiple components. 

If existing technologies are used to improve all five of the quantitatively assessed cost drivers, 
there is an opportunity to reduce costs by $2079/kW from the existing baseline OCC of 
$5500/kW, resulting in a potential OCC cost of $3421/kW. 
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For LCOE, an estimate of potential reductions can be made by assuming OCC represents about 
60% of the $88/MWh baseline LCOE value. More details are presented in Section 7.2.5 of this 
report.  

Additional cost reductions could also be made by addressing any cost drivers for which a 
quantitative analysis was not done (quantitative analyses were performed only for the five 
drivers deemed quantitative in nature, i.e., craft labor, civil/structural design, constructability 
of design, materials, and inspection QA/QC), or assuming more aggressive cost reductions for 
the analyzed cost-drivers, or assuming larger reductions in schedule. 

2.2 Roadmap 
The following tables present notional roadmaps for the EPRI Advanced Nuclear Technology 
(ANT) program to optimize the potential impacts and benefits, and also to suggest possible 
directions for research programs at other organizations (such as DOE), advanced reactor vendors, 
national laboratories, and universities. Each roadmap includes potential solutions that could be 
investigated to address the cost drivers discussed in Section 7.1 and 7.2. A short summary of 
each driver is provided below. 

• Constructability of Design (Table 2-1 and Section 7.1.3) – The constructability of a design is 
the degree to which obstacles faced during construction are foreseen and avoided during the 
design phase. The cost of construction is reduced by designing structures that are easier to 
build.  

• Civil/Structural Design (Table 2-2 and Section 7.1.2) – The civil/structural components of 
nuclear power plants are some of the largest in the world. Proper application of modularity, 
increased use of factory fabrication, and some advanced building technologies such as steel-
plate composites or use of ultra-high performing concrete can significantly reduce the cost of 
these components.  

• Materials of Construction (Table 2-3 and Section 7.1.4) – The cost of materials is the 
purchase price of the materials required for construction. This cost can be reduced by 
technologies that allow substitution of less costly material or decreased quantities of the 
materials used. 

• Craft Labor Cost (Table 2-4 and Section 7.1.1) – The cost of on-site labor (also referred to 
as craft labor, to be able to distinguish it from indirect labor) can be decreased through efforts 
made to increase the productivity of the workers on site.  

• Inspection (QA/QC) (Table 2-5 and Section 7.1.5) – QA inspections during/after components 
are completed take significant time and can lower productivity (e.g., workers waiting for 
inspections to be completed). There are numerous ways in which these inspections could be 
made faster or even eliminated. 

The magnitude of these cost drivers was determined using the cost estimating tool. These results 
are shown in Section 7.2.  

There are various organizations with strengths that make them well suited to pursue different 
kinds of projects to address the cost drivers identified in this study and reported herein. The 
research documented in this report highlights the collaboration needed to implement concepts 
that begin as research projects. Each timeline provides research areas that could be investigated 
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in the 2020-2021 timeframe. The goal of this research would be for vendor trials to begin in 2022 
so that in 2023 and beyond the technology could be implemented by design engineers and 
construction workers. Differences in the maturity of various technologies will increase or reduce 
the time required for each phase. Research into additional areas should be pursued as funds are 
available.  

Part of the scoping research in each phase should include utilization of the cost estimating tool 
to determine the potential effect for each solution (see Section 7.3). For each of the cost drivers 
below, some potential solutions have been listed. These solutions were identified at EPRI 
meetings (EPRI 2018a Appendix B and EPRI 2019 Appendix A). These are examples of the kind 
of technologies and methodologies that should be considered for each cost driver.  
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Table 2-1 
Constructability of Design Roadmap 

Technical 
Topic 

Owner* 2020 2021 2022 2023 and 
Beyond 

Constructability 
of Design 
$503/kW 
savings 

available 

EPRI Scoping 
Research 

Identify opportunities to separate the nuclear 
island from the balance of plant. 

Vendor Trial 
Implementation 

 

Investigate use of artificial intelligence (AI) for a 
bottom-up design. 

Vendors   Field 
Implementation 

Purchasers Complete plant designs so they are 100% designed before the next project breaks ground. 

Other 
Organizations 

 Investigate Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
standards used in Europe and create a similar 

system for the United States. 

  

*This designation is not meant to exclude other organizations from working on projects suggested for EPRI or vice versa, it is meant to highlight the 
collaboration needed to implement concepts that begin as research projects. 

Table 2-2 
Civil/Structural Design Roadmap 

Technical 
Topic 

Owner* 2020 2021 2022 2023 and 
Beyond 

Civil/Structural 
Design 

$892/kW 
savings 
available 

EPRI Scoping 
Research 

Identify additional opportunities to fabricate 
components off-site (increase modularity). 

Vendor Trial 
Implementation 

 

Evaluate lessons learned from modular 
construction projects world-wide. 

Vendors   Field 
Implementation 

Purchasers    

Other Organizations  Increase appropriate use of seismic isolation.   

*This designation is not meant to exclude other organizations from working on projects suggested for EPRI or vice versa, it is meant to highlight the 
collaboration needed to implement concepts that begin as research projects. 
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Table 2-3 
Materials of Construction Roadmap 

Technical 
Topic 

Owner* 2020 2021 2022 2023 and 
Beyond 

Materials of 
Construction 

$383/kW 
savings 

available 

EPRI Scoping Research Estimate benefits of high strength rebar. Vendor Trial 
Implementation 

 

Develop smart formwork for concrete. 

Vendors Develop manufacturing processes for new materials of construction Field 
Implementation 

Purchasers Evaluate existing advanced materials and determine their suitability. 

Other 
Organizations 

 Develop method for testing concrete prior 
to transport to pour site. 

  

*This designation is not meant to exclude other organizations from working on projects suggested for EPRI or vice versa, it is meant to highlight the 
collaboration needed to implement concepts that begin as research projects. 
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Table 2-4 
Craft Labor Cost Roadmap 

Technical 
Topic 

Owner* 2020 2021 2022 2023 and 
Beyond 

Craft Labor 
Cost 

$948/kW 
savings 

available 

EPRI Scoping 
Research 

Assess more rigorous planning processes (e.g., Last Planner 
System [LPS]) 

Vendor Trial 
Implementation 

 

Assess lean operating principles that rely on a holistic 
approach instead of traditional command and control 

processes. 

Vendors   Field 
Implementation 

Purchasers Implementation of electronic work packages, workforce training, training sessions for project 
managers. 

 

Other 
Organizations 

 Evaluate alternate contractual frameworks.   

*This designation is not meant to exclude other organizations from working on projects suggested for EPRI or vice versa, it is meant to highlight the 
collaboration needed to implement concepts that begin as research projects. 
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Table 2-5 
Inspection (QA/QC) Roadmap 

Technical 
Topic 

Owner* 2020 2021 2022 2023 and 
Beyond 

Inspection 
(QA/QC) 
$151/kW 
savings 
available 

EPRI Scoping 
Research 

Automate the inspection and qualification of concrete.  Vendor Trial 
Implementation 

 

Develop continual or near-real-time inspections of material and 
member placement (deployment can be through laser, drone, 

scanner, etc.) 

Vendors   Field 
Implementation 

Purchasers  Develop rationale for fewer inspections (leverage risk-informed 
strategies for reducing inspections). 

 

Other 
Organizations 

    

*This designation is not meant to exclude other organizations from working on projects suggested for EPRI or vice versa, it is meant to highlight the 
collaboration needed to implement concepts that begin as research projects. 
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3  
NUCLEAR COSTS AND FIGURES OF MERIT 

In order to accurately assess the costs of a nuclear power construction project and compare them 
to other energy generation technologies, it is important to clearly define the metrics used to 
express the cost of construction projects. These metrics are hereby referred to as figures of merit 
(FOMs). The FOMs used in this report rely on assumptions about capital costs, indirect costs, 
operating costs, and operating revenue. When making comparisons about the costs of various 
technologies, assumptions about these values are consistent unless otherwise stated. The 
following sections define the FOMs used herein. 

3.1 Base Cost (BC) 
Base cost (BC), which is defined as the sum of direct and indirect costs, is discussed in some of 
the references and also shown in Figure 3-1.  

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 Equation 3-1 

Direct costs are sometimes assumed to be only the equipment cost, but they also include the 
factory equipment costs (the turbine, etc.), the site labor required to install the equipment, and 
the site materials costs (formwork, scaffolding, raw materials, etc.). Indirect costs are largely 
constructions services, engineering and home office services, and field supervision required for 
the overall project execution, but not assignable to any one piece of equipment. 

3.2 Overnight Construction Costs (OCC) 
OCC is the cost of construction if all capital costs were incurred at once (hence the term 
“overnight”). This metric does not involve interest payments. The University of Chicago (2004) 
notes that the U.S. definition of OCC includes contingency costs and owner’s costs although 
there are some notable references (for example IAEA 2000 and NEA 1998) that count these 
factors separately. OCC is given by the following formula: 

𝑂𝑂𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 + 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶
+ 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷′𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 Equation 3-2 

OCC are expected to be roughly 60% of the levelized cost of electricity (see Section 3.4 for a 
discussion of LCOE) (Ganda et al. 2018). OCC, sometimes also called Overnight Cost (OC), is 
shown in Figure 3-1. Some references include the cost of the first fuel load in OCC (i.e., working 
capital), however this inclusion is not consistent.  
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A subtle point to remember is that OCCs are not truly schedule independent. The planned 
construction schedule inherently includes OCC items that are construction-time dependent, such 
as indirect costs, warehousing, home office staff, engineering staff. Any delays in schedule, not 
only affect the interest costs during construction financing, but also the final OCC achieved. 

3.3 Total Capital Investment Cost (TCIC) 
Total Capital Investment Cost (TCIC) is the sum of direct costs and indirect costs, escalation, 
interest during construction (IDC), and owner’s cost. These are the costs incurred throughout a 
project schedule up until the plant begins operation and begins producing revenue. TCIC is 
shown in Figure 3-1.  

𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐵 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 + 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶
+ 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶 + 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼
+ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼 

Equation 3-3 

3.4 Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) 
The LCOE is a metric used to combine capital cost (C), operating and maintenance costs (O), 
and the cost of fuel (Cf). Equation 3-4 shows these terms together. This equation is visualized 
with Figure 3-1. It factors in the major costs of electricity production over the lifetime of the 
plant and coverts them to one-time weighted number which is normalized by the sum of the 
electrical energy produced over time (Champlin 2018). Using LCOE for cost comparisons allows 
plant owners to accurately assess the return on the initial capital investments.  
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𝜏𝜏
𝑁𝑁(1 − 𝜏𝜏) Equation 3-5 

𝑥𝑥 =
𝐸𝐸

𝐸𝐸 + 𝐷𝐷
𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 +

𝐷𝐷
𝐸𝐸 + 𝐷𝐷

𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷(1− 𝜏𝜏) Equation 3-6 

Where: 

L  Capacity Factor 

Φ  Levelized Fixed Charge Rate (1/yr)  

C  Total Capital Cost  

O  Annual Operating & Maintenance Cost ($/yr)  

η  Thermodynamic Efficiency   
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Kth  Plant Thermal Power (MWth) 

Cf  Fuel Cycle Cost ($/kg)  

B  Burnup at Discharge (MWthD/MTU) 

x  Discount Rate   

N Economic Plant Life (yrs)  

τ  Composite Tax Rate  

E Total Equity 
RE  Cost of Equity ($)  

D Total Debt 
RD  Cost of Debt ($)  

Sometimes LCOE is also referred to as Levelized Unit Electricity Cost (LUEC), Long Run 
Average Cost (LRAC), Levelized Unit Power or Production Cost (LUPC), Levelized Discounted 
Electricity Generation Costs (LDEGC), or Levelized Cost (LC). 

Interest during construction (IDC), which is the amount of interest disbursed as interest payments 
on borrowed capital during construction, is included in LCOE but not OCC.  

Owner’s Costs are the costs borne by owner, and they are associated with the construction but 
are not part of the base construction, supplementary, or finance costs. These include, but not 
limited, the cost of land, project oversight, operator training, system activities, license fees, and 
taxes.  

Deactivation and decommissioning (D&D) costs may be added to the LCOE, but this analysis 
excludes it on the assumption of separate financing, such as government or corporate 
contributions. 
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Figure 3-1 
Graded Line Item Costs of Figures of Merit that Affect LCOE. Figure Courtesy of MIT. 
(Champlin 2018) 

3.5 Other Excluded Figures of Merit 
There are some references that use other FOMs, but they are not discussed in this report. Often, 
the other FOMs are derivatives of the four terms listed above. As was stated with OCC, when 
comparing figures from one reference to another, it’s necessary to identify the underlying 
assumptions. The reason for this is because the calculation of these figures is not consistent 
among references or, sometimes, even among different editions of the same reference.  
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4  
HISTORICAL TRENDS 

EPRI’s 2009 report, The Power to Reduce CO2 Emissions: The Full Portfolio: 2009 Technical 
Report (EPRI 2009) predicted a massive increase in the production of nuclear power through 
2050. This scenario was envisioned prior to the advances in natural gas production (e.g., 
hydrofracking, horizontal drilling) that have redefined the last decade of energy production in 
the United States. Looking forward, there are numerous economic and policy factors that could 
significantly change the industry outlook and there is also a possibility for a scenario in this the 
natural gas production could dramatically fall off. A focus on carbon-free technologies could 
force fossil plants to pay a carbon tax or build carbon capture and storage systems (CCS). Even 
in a world without these dramatic shifts, EPRI’s U.S. Regional Economy, Greenhouse Gas, and 
Energy (US-REGEN) model predict that nuclear has a role to play (EPRI 2018b). In case this 
scenario comes to fruition, the nuclear industry should be positioned well, so that it will be a 
financially attractive resource for generating electricity and energy.  

The investment in nuclear over the next half century will be driven by the expected capital cost 
of new reactors as well as the perceived public risk1. The IPWR12 model adjusted for inflation 
predicts an OCC of $5500/kWe. Figure 4-1 shows the share of worldwide energy production 
projected for various energy technologies given different target LCOEs. In scenarios where 
LCOE is not decreased, models predict a decrease in nuclear market share. Figure 4-2 shows 
similar analysis results in terms of total new capacity.  

The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 lead to increased oversight from the NRC and 
a corresponding jump in both the overnight construction cost and construction duration of new 
nuclear plants in the United States (Lovering et al. 2016). Table 4-1 shows that prior to the 
accident at TMI, power plant construction took an average of 5.6 years and had an average OCC 
of 1350 $/kWe2 as completed (Lovering et al. 2016). This is shown graphically in Figure 4-3.  

An extensive study of the nuclear power plants (NPP) cost growth showed that 75% of cost 
increases between pre- and post-TMI plants, could be attributed to the increased base costs while 
the rest of the increase (25%) was related to financing. Of all the factors examined, construction 
duration was the factor most closely correlated with OCC (Lovering et al. 2016). This 
relationship is illustrated by Figure 4-3. 

There is a slight positive correlation between plant capacity and OCC. A 25% increase in 
capacity leads to an 18% increase in construction duration, which results in a 22% increase in 
OCC (U.S. EIA 2016).  

                                                           
1 Addressing public perception of the industry is beyond the scope of this effort. 
2 In 2018 dollars 
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Utilities that acted as their own construction managers had OCC values roughly 35% lower than 
those that contracted out these duties (Gillespie et al. 2016). 

Due to the differences in the approach each country used in building their nuclear plant fleets, 
there are a variety of trends that correlate OCC and construction start dates (Figure 4-4). While 
the United States has seen an increase in OCC over time (Figure 4-3), South Korea has seen a 
significant decrease (Figure 4-5) (Lovering et al. 2016). This cost decrease can generally be 
attributed to: (1) Nth of a kind (NOAK) savings which were realized because of design 
consistencies across the entire fleet, (2) a mature supply chain, and (3) a continuous build order 
book and experienced project management and craft. 

Table 4-2 shows a comparison of OCC nuclear and alternative technologies published by MIT. 
Interestingly, the “nuclear premium” between nuclear and combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) is 
almost identical between the U.S. and China (5.8x vs. 5.6x, respectively, for the nominal cases). 

The first commercial nuclear power plants were built over 60 years ago, and since then, the 
regulatory requirements have increased project scope. Although the situation is unique for each 
country and regulatory environment, there would be substantial value in finding ways for OCC 
to return to pre-TMI levels.  
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Table 4-1 
Early Projects had Short Construction Times and Limited Cost Overruns (Ganda 2019 Appendix A) 

Unit Output 
(MW) 

Type State Construction 
Start 

Construction 
End 

Construction 
Duration 
(years) 

Lifetime 
(years) 

Thermal 
Efficiency 

(%) 

OCC 
(2018 
$/Kw) 

Total Capital 
Cost  

(2018 $/Kw) 

Palisades  697 PWR MI 3/15/1967 12/31/1971 4.8 40 32.90 889.76 998.3 

Vermont Yankee 507 BWR VT 12/12/1967 11/30/1972 5 40 33.70 1857.24 2091.74 

Maine Yankee 879 PWR ME 10/22/1968 6/29/1973 4.7 23.4 32.50 1425.76 1591.92 

Pilgrim  672 BWR MA 8/27/1968 12/2/1972 4.3 40 33.50 1823.74 2011.34 

Surry 1 790 PWR VA 6/26/1968 12/22/1972 4.5 40 33.90 1180.54 1310.52 

Turkey Point 3 672 PWR FL 4/28/1967 12/14/1972 5.6 40 31.00 765.14 879.04 

Surry 2 793 PWR VA 6/26/1968 5/1/1973 4.8 40 33.90 1180.54 1325.26 

Oconee 1 851 PWR SC 11/7/1967 7/15/1973 5.7 40 32.80 818.74 943.36 

Turkey Point 4 673 PWR FL 4/28/1967 9/2/1973 6.4 40 31.00 765.14 899.14 

Prairie Island 1 511 PWR MN 6/26/1968 12/16/1973 5.5 40 31.80 1811.68 2071.64 

Zion 1 1069 PWR IL 12/27/1968 10/19/1973 4.8 23.3 32.50 1222.08 1370.82 

Fort Calhoun 478 PWR NE 6/8/1968 9/26/1973 5.3 40 32.10 1922.9 2186.88 

Kewaunee  521 PWR WI 8/7/1968 6/16/1974 5.9 40 31.00 1687.06 1952.38 

Cooper  764 BWR NE 6/6/1968 7/2/1974 6.1 40 31.80 1606.66 1871.98 

Peach Bottom 2 1078 BWR PA 2/1/1968 7/2/1974 6.4 40 32.40 1618.72 1905.48 

Browns Ferry 1 1026 BWR AL 5/11/1967 7/31/1974 7.2 11.4 32.70 1072 1294.44 

Oconee 2 851 PWR SC 11/7/1967 9/9/1974 6.8 40 33.10 818.74 976.86 

Three Mile Island 1 790 PWR PA 5/19/1968 9/2/1974 6.3 40 30.60 2115.86 2481.68 

Zion 2 1001 PWR IL 12/27/1968 11/14/1973 4.9 22.8 32.50 1222.08 1373.5 

Arkansas 1 836 PWR AR 12/7/1968 12/19/1974 6 40 30.80 1192.6 1388.24 
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Table 4-2 
Overnight Construction Costs for Nuclear and Alternative Technologies. Data provided courtesy of MIT. (Champlin 2018) 
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Figure 4-1 
Sensitivity of the Electric Generation Mix in 2050 by Technology Across Different Discount 
Rates (Bars) and Nuclear Capital Costs (Panels) (EPRI 2018b) 

 
Figure 4-2 
Cumulative Nuclear Additions Through 2050 (GW) Across all Sensitivities (EPRI 2018b) 
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Figure 4-3 
Overnight Construction Cost as a Function of Construction Duration (Data from Lovering 
et al. 2016) 

  
Figure 4-4 
Relationship Between OCC and Construction Start World Wide (Data from Lovering et al. 
2016) 
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Figure 4-5 
OCC as a Function of Construction Start Date for Korean Nuclear Projects (Data from 
Lovering et al. 2016) 
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5  
NOTABLE COST STUDIES 

In total, 20 models and approximately 100 associated references were reviewed when compiling 
this report. From these, 11 models were down selected for comparison and are listed in  
Table 5-1. Each of these studies present different treatments of indirect costs, owner’s costs, 
non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs, first of a kind (FOAK) costs versus Nth of a kind 
(NOAK) savings, and fuel cycle costs. Figure 5-1 shows a timeline of when these studies 
were published.  

The Energy Economic Database (EEDB) resulted from a project with the expressed purpose 
of estimating the cost of nuclear power generation and comparing that cost to other technologies 
(e.g., coal fired power plants). The work on this project began with Atomic Energy Commission 
(AEC) sponsorship in 1960s. The first edition was published in 1978 and nine more revisions 
were published, with the ninth revision released in 1988. All told, the project covered 33 plant 
configurations, eight of which were nuclear. The code of accounts listed in the EEDB (and 
further discussed in Section 6.3) provides estimates of the materials and labor needed to 
produce over 400 subsystems and groups, organized into over 50 major groups (there are over 
10,000 total inputs to the model). The EEDB does not provide cost estimates for contingency, 
IDC, or escalation. Furthermore, it is generally considered non-conservative with respect to 
training facilities, end of cycle (EOC), security (estimates do not account for post 9/11 
requirements), IT systems, and QA/QC. EEDB is considered overly conservative with respect 
to office space.  

The model developed for this analysis draws most significantly from the EEDB, but the others 
were used as references to evaluate historical trends discussed in Section 4 and the assumptions 
discussed in Section 6.4. 
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Table 5-1 
Description of Notable Cost Studies 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 
Organization DOE OECD ORNL IAEA U Chicago B&V 

Name EEDB G4ECONS Guidelines 396 EPIC Cost Report 

Year(s) 1978-1988 2000-2007 1993 2000 2004/2011 2012 

Revisions/ 
Updates 

  9 Several     1   

Plant 
Designs 

PWR • • • • • • 

BWR • • • • • • 

PHWR • • • •   • 

Advanced 
Nuclear 

• • •       

Fossil •   •     • 

Total Number 33 >6 >6 Guideline 5 15 

Maturity Existing • • • • • • 

Future • • •       

Methodology Bottom-Up • •   • • • 

Top-Down             

Siting   Generic Specific Generic Specific Specific Generic 

Analysis OCC • • • • • • 

DC • • • • • • 

Indirect Costs • • • • •   

Labor-hours • • •       

Owners Cost   • • • • • 

TCIC   • • • • • 

LCOE (LUEC)   • • •     

IDC   • • •     

Fuel Cycle   • • •     

COA Yes/No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Proprietary 

n-Digit Up to 9 3-6 Up to 6 2 to 3 2 Unknown 

Data Source Experience • • • • • • 

Public • • • • •   

Engineering • • •       

Utility • • •   •   

Vendor • • •       

Expert 
Elicitation 

• •     •   

Proprietary • User Input       • 

Schedule 
Analysis 

  Limited User Input User Input     • 
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Table 5-1 
Description of Notable Cost Studies (continued) 

  7 8 9 10 11 

Organization Breakthrough 
(Lovering) 

EON Cleantech ANL 
(Ganda) 

OECD 

Name EP EIRP ETI ICAAP Reduced Cap 

Year(s) 2016 2017 2018 2016 2000 

Revisions/ Updates             

Plant Designs PWR     • • • 

BWR       • • 

PHWR         • 

Advanced Nuclear   • •   • 

Fossil           

Total Number 349 8 33 4 >18 

Maturity Existing     • • • 

Future   • •     

Methodology Bottom-Up     •   • 

Top-Down     •   • 

Siting   Specific Generic Specific Generic Specific 

Analysis OCC • • • • • 

DC • • • • • 

Indirect Costs   • • • • 

Labor-hours   •       

Owners Cost     • • • 

TCIC   • •     

LCOE (LUEC)   • • •   

IDC   • • •   

Fuel Cycle           

COA Yes/No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

n-Digit   3 3 3 2 

Data Source Experience     • • • 

Public •   • • • 

Engineering         • 

Utility •   • • • 

Vendor   •     • 

Expert Elicitation     •   • 

Proprietary   •       

Schedule Analysis             
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Figure 5-1 
Timeline of Notable Cost Studies 
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6  
MODELING INPUTS 

To support this project, a model was developed to evaluate the effect of R&D initiatives on cost 
reductions on the FOMs. Although cost studies (particularly early stage) have historically been 
inaccurate in predicting final cost and schedule for large construction projects (including nuclear 
plants), an examination of recent operating experience highlights a number of common factors 
that lead to model inaccuracy (e.g., design changes, regulation, supply chain challenges, low 
productivity).  

It is noted that these cost drivers will be more significant for FOAK designs. Due to this risk, 
there is a possibility that this model is not more effective than the rest, regarding the estimation 
of the cost for particular nuclear projects. However, the improved granularity of these cost 
predictions provides a framework with which the key cost drivers for LWRs can be assessed. 
Some of these cost drivers were identified in the cited references, some through discussions with 
industry experts (EPRI 2018a Appendix B and EPRI 2019 Appendix A), or through modeling. 
Although the specific COA for other reactor designs are different and the magnitude of each cost 
driver is design-specific, due to design similarities, similar cost drivers are expected to applicable 
to those designs.  

6.1 How to Use This Model 
The magnitude of the cost drivers was determined first by identifying which COAs were affected 
by the driver. For each COA, a percentage was assigned (% affected by cost driver) to show if 
the COA applies to the entire cost driver (100%) or just a fraction. Multiplying the baseline cost 
for each COA by the assigned percentage affected results in the baseline cost contribution. 
The sum of these shows the magnitude of the cost driver. Then, a “% reduction from baseline 
contribution” was determined to show what reasonable fraction of the cost driver can be could 
be eliminated through advancements in technology (or deployment of existing technology). 
The potential cost savings is the baseline cost contribution multiplied by the percent reduction. 

This same methodology should be used to assess the effect of specific technologies on overall 
project cost. The key inputs are as follows: 

1. Identify the COA(s) to which a specific technology applies. 
2. Identify the magnitude and kind of effect (e.g., does the technology affect off-site labor, on-

site labor, or on-site materials).  
3. Apply percentage changes to the components of each applicable COA. 

This method is applied to various cost drivers and technology groups in Section 7 of this report. 
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The model developed for this analysis was built with a deterministic bottom-up approach. A 
bottom-up approach requires detailed drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs), 
system design descriptions (SDDs), detailed project plans, and unit work hour data. Typically, 
such an approach is only suitable for mature designs, where there is enough detail to accurately 
detail costs for thousands of different line items. Completion of a bottom-up cost model may take 
over ten man-years of effort.  

The revisions of the EEDB were published over the course of 11 years, with additional work 
beginning in the decade prior to the first publication. The granularity of the EEDB (showing off-
site labor, on-site labor, or on-site materials separately for each COA) allows the user to consider 
the costs of each component separately. This also allows the user to identify which systems, 
components, and methods drive the cost of the plant. 

6.2 Alternate Modeling Approaches 
An alternative to the bottom-up approach is the top-down approach, which utilizes historical data 
to generate rules for costing structures and components, based on their size. For a nuclear power 
plant, some example rules would be $/HP for pumps, $/ft3 (or $/m3) for vessels, $/ton for steel, 
and $/yd3 (or $/m3) for concrete. Top-down approaches are common in the chemical process 
industry where unit price scales by size, as shown in the following equation:   

𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷($) = 𝐴𝐴 + (𝐵𝐵 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛) Equation 6-1 

Where: 

A Fixed Component 
B Base Price for Reference 
Pn Scaling Factor 

This kind of approach was not considered, because it assumes that construction practices 
are scalable between designs, and it does not account for advances in manufacturing and 
construction practices that impact the cost of some components, differently than other 
components. 

The Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (AACE) International provides a 
classification system used to grade the level of project definition as a function of how it will be 
used, the methodology for creating it, expected accuracy, and the level of required preparation 
(AACE International 2005). This system is summarized in Figure 6-1. Based on these criteria, 
this analysis should be considered either a Class 4 or 5. 
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Figure 6-1 
AACE International Classification System Copyright © 2011 by AACE International; All 
Rights Reserved (AACE International 2005) 

Note: Reprinted with permission of AACE International, 1265 Suncrest Towne Center Dr, 
Morgantown, WV, 2605, USA. Phone 304-296-8444. Email info@aaceit.org. Internet: 
http://web.aacei.org.  

6.3 Code of Accounts 
The code of accounts (COA) system breaks out the cost components and structures into different 
codes. Each COA is two or three digits depending on the level of detail. The single digit COAs 
used in EEDB Revision IX (DOE 1987) are shown in Table 6-1. Each of these categories has 
subcategories, the two- and three-digit codes which are described by Table 6-2 and Table 6-3. 
A third level of detail for COA 21 Structures and Improvements is shown in Table 6-4.  
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The EEDB breaks out the constituent costs of each COA into Factory Equipment Costs, Site 
Labor Hours, Site Labor Cost, Site Material Cost, and Total Costs. There are some small 
differences among the COA used in the EEDB and the G4ECONS (EMWG, 2007). 

• Contingency costs are listed as COAs X9 in EEDB but G4ECONS does not have a specific 
code for these costs.  

• The EEDB lists general site construction, installation labor, and field supervision under the 
90 series COA but G4ECONS lists these as 34-39. 

• Accounts 25 (heat rejection system) and 26 (miscellaneous equipment) in the EEDB are 
switched in G4ECONS.  

• The latest edition of G4ECONS does not include the cost of the first core. Previous versions 
of G4ECONS did.  

The COA structure used in this report is consistent with that recorded in EEDB Revision IX for 
the PWR12 ME (DOE 1988). The EEDB ME is for an 1144 MWe PWR with a primary side 
operating pressure of 2250 psia (155 bar) and an NSSS thermal power rating of 3431 MWt. The 
EEDB Median Estimate (ME) was used rather than the “Best Case” because the best case 
includes some assumptions about advancements in construction technology. The ME did not 
assume any advancements and is therefore a better base case for evaluating the effects of the 
advanced technologies proposed in Section 7. 

In order to update the model, so it could be better used to assess the effect of improvements on 
schedule and adjust the results to 2017 dollars, some minor changes were made to the constituent 
items for each three digit COA (i.e., factory equipment cost, site labor cost, and site materials 
cost). However, the magnitude of each code is consistent with the EEDB Revision IX. 

Table 6-1 
Two Digit Code of Accounts 

Code Category Cost Input Mechanism 

10s Preconstruction Costs Line-Item Adjustment Multipliers 

20s Direct Construction Costs Line-Item Adjustment Multipliers 

30s Indirect Services Costs Design Standardization Reduction Factor and Line-Item 
Adjustment Multipliers 

40s Owner's Costs Line-Item Adjustment Multipliers 

50s Supplementary Costs Line-Item Adjustment Multipliers 

60s Financing During 
Construction 

Construction Duration for Calculating Interest 

70s O&M Costs Line-Item Adjustment Multipliers 

80s Fuel Costs User-Defined Values (or Defaults) 

90s Financing During Operation Line-Item Adjustment Multipliers 
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Table 6-2 
Description of Three-Digit COA for Direct Costs 

Two-Digit 
COA 

Scope Purpose Examples Three-Digit 
COA 

Scope COA 

20 Preconstruction 
Activities 

Secure rights and 
permission to construct 

the plant 

• Land and land/water rights 
• Site permits 
• Plant licensing 
• Plant permits 
• Plant studies 
• Plant reports 

210 Preconstruction Activities  

21 Structures and 
Improvements 

House and support 
equipment, 

components, piping, 
ducting, wiring, fire 

protection, mechanical, 
electrical and plumbing 

personnel, access, 
habitability structures 

• On-Site Surface Buildings 
• Subsurface Foundations 
• Tunnels 
• Site Improvements 

Clearing 
Excavation 

Grading 
Roadways 
Rail Spurs 

• Buildout/detailing 
• Does not include 

Equipment Pedestals 
Heat Reject Building 

211 Yardwork 
212 Reactor Containment 
213 Turbine Building and Heater Bay 
214 Security Buildings 
215 Prim Aux Building and Tunnels 
216 Waste Processing Building 
217 Fuel Storage Building 

218A Control Room/DG Building 
218B Admin and Service Building 
218D Fire Pump House 
218E Emergency Feed Pump Building 
218F Manway Tunnels (RCA) 
218G Electrical Tunnels 
218H Non-Essential Switchgear 
218J Main Steam and FW Chases 
218K Pipe Tunnels 
218L Tech Support Center 
218P Equipment Hatch Missile Shield 
218S Wastewater Treatment 
218T UHS Structure 
218V MCR Air Intake Structure 
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Table 6-2 
Description of Three-Digit COA for Direct Costs (continued) 

Two-Digit 
COA 

Scope Purpose Examples Three-Digit 
COA 

Scope COA 

22 Reactor Plant 
Equipment 

Support, contain, and 
control the nuclear fuel 

heat source and provide 
means of transferring 
energy to electrical 
generation system 

• Reactor 
• Reactivity control 
• Safety systems 
• Radwaste handling 
• Interconnected piping 
• Reactor I&C 
• Reactor environment 
systems 

220A Nuclear Steam Supply (NSSS) 
220B NSSS Options 
221 Reactor Equipment 
222 Main Heat Transfer Export System 
223 Safe Guards System 
224 Radwaste Processing 
225 Fuel Handling + Storage 
226 Other Reactor Plant Equipment 
227 Reactivity Control I&C 
228 Reactor Plant Miscellaneous 

23 Turbine Plant 
Equipment 

Convert energy from 
reactor plant to electricity 

using steam 

• Turbine 
• Generator 
• Pedestal 
• Steam Piping 
• Auxiliary systems 
• Exciter 
• Stator cooling 
• Hydrogen 
• I&C 
• Safety systems 

231 Turbine Generator 

233 Condensing Systems 

234 Feed Heating Systems 

235 Other Turbine Plant Equip 

236 Turbine I&C 

237 Turbine Plant Miscellaneous 
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Table 6-2 
Description of Three-Digit COA for Direct Costs (continued) 

Two-Digit 
COA 

Scope Purpose Examples Three-Digit 
COA 

Scope COA 

24 Electric Plant 
Equipment 

Deliver electricity from 
turbine plant to grid plus 
provide auxiliary electric 

power (house loads), 
standby and emergency 

power 

• Cables 
• Raceways 
• Switchgear 
• Structural supports 
• Generator controls 
• Lighting protection 
• Cathodic protection 
• Does not include House 
lights/power 

241 Switchgear 

242 Station Service Equipment 

243 Switchboards 

244 Protective Equipment 

245 Electrical Structure and Raceways 

246 Power and Control Wiring 

26 Main condenser 
heat rejection 

system including 
intake 

Dispose of heat rejected 
by plant and provide 

treated makeup water 

• Cooling tower 
• Interconnected piping 
• Makeup water system 
• Pumps 

261 Structures 

262 Mechanical Equipment 

25 Miscellaneous Plant 
Equipment 

Support plant startup, 
operation, and 
maintenance. 

• Cranes 
• Air, water and  steam 
• Auxiliary boiler 
• Fire protection 
• Communications 
• Non-rad water treatment 
• Plant monitoring 
• Furnishings and fixtures 
• Supports 

251 Transport and Lifting Equipment 

252 Air, Water, and Steam Sys 

253 Communications Systems 

254 Furnishing and Fixtures 

255 Waste Water Treatment 
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Table 6-3 
Description of Three Digit COA for Indirect Costs 

Two-Digit 
COA 

Scope Purpose Examples Three-Digit 
COA 

Scope COA 

91 Construction 
Services 

Support construction and 
preservation of plant during 

construction and commissioning 

• Building 
• Shops 
• Janitorial 
• Security 
• Roads 
• Laydown 
• Temp services 

911 Temporary Construction 
Facilities 

Facilitate plant construction 
through purchase or rental of 

equipment, tools and 
consumables (e.g., fuel) 

• Equipment 
• Tools 
• Cranes 
• Vehicles 
• Mix plants 

912 Construction tools and 
equipment 

Support project by paying 
required taxes 

• Social security 
• Unemployment 
• Workman's comp 
• Liability insurance 

913 Payroll insurance and 
taxes 

Support project by paying 
requisite insurance 

• Contractor's insurance 
• Local fees 
• Nuclear liability insurance 

914 Permits, Insurance and 
Local Taxes 

Provide vehicles for onsite 
construction support 

• Automobiles 
• Trucks 
• Other 

915 Transportation 
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Table 6-3 
Description of Three Digit COA for Indirect Costs (continued) 

Two-Digit 
COA 

Scope Purpose Examples Three-Digit 
COA 

Scope COA 

92 Engineering 
and Home 
Office Services 

Perform tasks required for 
project execution both on and 
offsite 

• Field Engineering 
• Procurement 
• Planning and scheduling 
• Cost control 

921 Home Office Services 

Support design, build, and test 
per regulations 

• QA 
• QC 
• Program support (audits) 

922 Home Office Quality 
Assurance 

Provide services required to 
execute the build 

• Construction mangers 
• Planning and scheduling 
(construction) 
• Develop construction 
methods 
• Labor relations 
• Safety and security 

923 Home Office Construction 
Management 

93 Field 
Supervision 
and Field 
Office Services 

Provide infrastructure for build • Furniture and fixtures 
• Communications 

931 Field Office Expense 

Provide services required to 
execute the build 

• Superintendents 
• Admin support 
• Schedulers 
• Work control 
• Purchasing 
• Warehouse 

932 Field Job Supervision 

Support project execution with 
QA/QC services 

• QA 
• QC 
• Programmatic 

933 Field QA/QC 

Support plant commissioning • Personnel 934 Plant Startup and Test 
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Table 6-4 
EEDB and EMWG Structures and Improvements COA 

COA Description Factory 
Equipment Costs 

($) 

Site Labor 
Hours 
(MH) 

Site Labor 
Cost ($) 

Site Material 
Cost ($) 

Total Costs 
($) 

21 Total 22,529,314 5,320,188 113,513,274 64,701,510 200,744,098 

211 Yardwork 284,275 752,423 14,504,359 10,203,885 24,992,519 

212 Reactor Containment 14,269,940 1,629,225 35,626,866 14,939,235 64,836,041 

213 Turbine Building and Heater Bay 621,415 504,203 11,172,557 11,358,358 23,152,330 

214 Security Buildings 51,921 43,999 942,705 367,329 1,361,955 

215 Prim Aux Building and Tunnels 3,142,227 488,600 10,519,814 4,810,104 18,472,145 

216 Waste Processing Building 651,097 425,075 9,023,634 4,692,587 14,367,318 

217 Fuel Storage Building 997,541 209,485 4,505,021 4,376,541 9,879,103 

218A Control Room/DG Building 1,463,812 514,375 11,180,489 5,454,347 18,098,648 

218B Admin and Service Building 820,374 152,210 3,391,564 2,434,409 6,646,347 

218D Fire Pump House 39,449 11,000 239,463 147,914 426,826 

218E Emergency Feed Pump Building 22,323 81,354 1,710,063 766,078 2,498,464 

218F Manway Tunnels (RCA) - 25,572 539,020 222,881 761,901 

218G Electrical Tunnels 9,633 1,728 42,174 15,963 67,770 

218H Non-Essential Switchgear 19,150 13,143 289,217 227,530 535,897 

218J Main Steam and FE Chases 33,210 246,245 5,285,231 2,548,723 7,867,164 

218K Pipe Tunnels - 9,792 204,526 112,775 317,301 

218L Tech Support Center 51,921 24,168 497,324 240,200 789,445 

218P Equipment Hatch Missile Shield - 8,243 167,580 52,348 219,928 

218S Wastewater Treatment 8,307 23,524 483,775 275,210 767,292 

218T UHS Structure 42,719 152,781 3,127,087 1,426,765 4,596,571 

218V MCR Air Intake Structure - 3,043 60,805 28,328 89,133 
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6.4 Assumptions and Inputs 
The assumptions used in the model are described in the subsections below. 

6.4.1 Base Year 
The base year used in the analysis was 2017, in order to maintain consistency with MIT’s The 
Future of Nuclear Energy in a Carbon-Constrained World (MIT 2018) and with the work 
completed by Argonne National Laboratory (Ganda 2019 Appendix A).  

6.4.2 Debt to Equity and WACC 
The role of debt to equity in large construction projects has a substantial effect on overall project 
cost because investors with equity in the project are willing to accept a lower rate of return. The 
weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is a useful metric to estimate the actual rate of return 
when projects are funded partially by debt and partially by equity. 

𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = [𝐼𝐼(1 − 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅] + [𝐷𝐷(1 − 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅)] Equation 6-2 

Where: 

d real rate of return on debt 
tr corporate tax rate 
dR  the debt to total capitalization ratio, [d/(d+e)] 
e  real rate of return on equity 

Rothwell provides an example WACC for nuclear power assuming straight-line depreciation 
with 50% debt, 50% equity, a 38% tax rate, a real cost of debt of 7.5%, and a nominal cost of 
equity of 18% yields a nominal WACC of 12% and a real cost of capital of 10% (Rothwell 
2015). IEA and NEA use WACC of 3%, 7%, or 10% (IEA and NEA, 2015). In this analysis, a 
discount rate of 7% was assumed, consistent with IEA’s median case. 

6.4.3 Inflation Adjustment (GDP Deflator, CPI, Means) 
There are some common ways to convert prices between years. The Consumer Price Indicator 
(CPI) Index (Coinnews 2019), RSMeans CCI (RSmeans 2018), and ENR Construction Index 
(BNP Media 2017) are shown in Table 6-5. Each of these methods can be used to convert the 
cost from an original year to the present year according to Equation 6-3. In this analysis, the 
ENR Construction indices were used. The other indices are included for ease of comparing the 
results of these analyses to other analyses which rely on those methods. Although not recorded in 
Table 6-5, it is observed that some prominent cost studies use the CERA Power Capital Cost 
Indices, which has a similar basis (Rothwell 2015). 

𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷($𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) =
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷($𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂) Equation 6-3 
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Table 6-5 
Cost Indices Used to Compare the Cost of Construction 

Year CPI RSMeans 
CCI 

ENR 
Construction 

Year CPI RSMeans 
CCI 

ENR 
Construction 

1980 82.4 62.9 3237.0 2003 184.0 132.0 6694.0 

1981 90.9 70.0 3535.0 2004 188.9 143.7 7115.0 

1982 96.5 76.1 3825.0 2005 195.3 151.6 7446.0 

1983 99.6 80.2 4066.0 2006 201.6 162.0 7751.0 

1984 103.9 82.0 4146.0 2007 207.342 169.4 7966.0 

1985 107.6 82.6 4195.0 2008 215.303 180.4 8310.0 

1986 109.6 84.2 4295.0 2009 214.537 180.1 8570.0 

1987 113.6 87.7 4406.0 2010 218.056 183.5 8799.0 

1988 118.3 89.9 4519.0 2011 224.939 191.2 9070.0 

1989 124.0 92.1 4615.0 2012 229.594 194.6 9308.0 

1990 130.7 94.3 4732.0 2013 232.957 201.2 9547.0 

1991 136.2 96.8 4835.0 2014 236.736 204.9 9806.0 

1992 140.3 99.4 4985.0 2015 237.017 206.2 10035.0 

1993 144.5 101.7 5210.0 2016 240.007 207.3 10338.0 

1994 148.2 104.4 5408.0 2017 245.120 213.6 10403.917 

1995 152.4 107.6 5471.0 2018 251.107 222.9 - 

1996 156.9 110.2 5620.0 - - - - 

1997 160.5 112.8 5826.0 - - - - 

1998 163.0 115.1 5920.0 - - - - 

1999 166.6 117.6 6059.0 - - - - 

2000 172.2 120.9 6221.0 - - - - 

2001 177.1 125.1 6343.0 - - - - 

2002 179.9 128.7 6538.0 - - - - 

6.4.4 Learning Curve (LC) and FOAK/NOAK 
It is generally acknowledged, that one major barrier to new nuclear construction is the 
uncertainty over cost and schedule, typical of FOAK projects. Other countries have addressed 
these concerns by completing 100% design prior to starting construction. The impact of project 
planning is demonstrated with Figure 6-2 (data includes foreign projects). FOAK plants have two 
primary cost categories: costs of construction (that are shared with NOAK units) and costs that 
are related to design and certification of the first unit (EMWG 2007). This analysis is not 
focusing on mitigating risks specific to FOAK construction, but on identifying technologies that 
affect the cost drivers of NOAK construction (and thus the FOAK).  
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In order to realize the benefits of a learning curve, only incremental improvements can be made 
to the design for subsequent reactors. This is best illustrated by Figure 6-3 which shows the 
difference between the actual cost of Sizewell B and the proposed cost of Sizewell C, compiled 
directly after completion of Sizewell B by the Unit B design team. Although Sizewell C was not 
built, this figure shows the type of savings that can be achieved. Some experts are skeptical that 
NOAK benefits can even be achieved in the U.S. nuclear industry (Rothwell 2015). There is 
further skepticism over how many units must be built before the learning curve flattens out and 
significant incremental improvements are achieved. Estimates range from 8 to 32 GW (EMWG 
2007, DOE 1987, Rothwell 2015).  

For simplicity, this study focuses on technologies that can benefit all nuclear construction (i.e., 
benefits realized by the FOAK and NOAK unit). The savings of these technologies are shown in 
reference to NOAK estimates. It is possible that larger benefits could be achieved by using these 
technologies on an FOAK unit because the proposed technologies decrease the price of an 
NOAK unit as well as decrease the risks of FOAK construction.  

 
Figure 6-2 
Total Capital Cost as a Function of Design Completion (Ingersoll 2019 Appendix A) 
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Figure 6-3 
Cost Reduction Trajectory of Proposals for Sizewell C (Ingersoll 2019 Appendix A) 

6.4.5 Fuel Cost 
It is noted that some cost estimates include the cost of the first core as part of OCC, while some 
don’t. In these analyses, the first core load was included as part of OCC. Subsequent fuel costs 
were included as part of variable O&M, which were assumed to be $10/MWh, the value stated 
in the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s latest report on reference costs (U.S. EIA 
2019). This assumption is consistent with other references (e.g., Champlin 2018).  

6.4.6 Standard Work Hour Data 
When construction firms estimate labor costs for large projects they use “standard work hour 
data” which are experience-based correlations between material quantities and labor hours 
needed to build the structures. No particular standard work hour data sets were used as part of 
this analysis. Instead, labor rates were based on the labor hours and costs stated in EEDB.  

6.4.7 Productivity Factors 
There are well established differences in worker productivity country to country, especially in 
the construction industry (MIT 2018). In this analysis it was assumed that the labor costs were 
similar to those presented in the EEDB extrapolated from 1987 to 2017 (Section 6.4.1 to 6.4.3). 
Although a specific productivity factor was not assumed, the DOE study was based on U.S. 
experience, so it is assumed that the productivity of the labor force would be typical of a U.S. 
force. 

6.4.8 Inclusion of Balance of Plant in Cost Estimates 
There are three main contract types that have been utilized for the construction of nuclear power 
plants and govern ownership of parts of the design. In a turnkey approach (top of Figure 6-4), the 
owners hire one firm to manage the designs of both the nuclear island and the conventional 
island (or balance of plant). This approach minimizes the number of stakeholders needed to 
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make design decisions and allows for a nimbler resolution of design issues. A split approach 
(middle of Figure 6-4) has two primary engineering and design firms: one responsible for 
the nuclear island and the second for the balance of plant. The final contract type (bottom of 
Figure 6-4) further divides the islands and add additional design firms responsible for different 
systems within each island. As the number of design firms increases, so does the number of 
interfaces between them.  

It is recognized that separation of the plant, either by safety classification or by contract has 
potential cost saving advantages. However, it was beyond the scope of this study to quantify 
such benefits due to the lack of available data for estimating savings from changes in the design 
approach.  

 
Figure 6-4 
Three Types of Contracts: Turnkey, Split Package, or Multiple Package. Figure Used with 
Permission from IAEA. All Rights Reserved by IAEA. (IAEA 2000) 
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6.4.9 Construction Labor Rates 
Labor rate differences between different countries can have significant effects on the final OCC. 
Some sample construction labor rates for common cost categories in NPP construction projects 
are shown in Table 6-6. The analyses performed for this project use the labor rates from the 
EEDB Phase IX (DOE 1988, which assumes the project will be built in Middletown, U.S.) 
adjusted for inflation using the ENR scaling factors (see Section 6.4.3). The values documented 
in Table 6-6 were not used, but they are shown to demonstrate the variability in labor rates 
between countries.  

Table 6-6 
Standard Labor Rates for U.S., Korea, EU, and China (Varrin 2018) 
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6.4.10 Operating & Maintenance Costs (O&M) 
Multiple references assumed O&M costs to be roughly 15-25% of the total LCOE (Rothwell 
2015, Ganda et al. 2018, U.S. EIA 2016, Champlin 2018). Other reference reports these costs as 
function of plant size or other criteria, but these estimates are generally of a similar magnitude. 
In this analysis, it was assumed that O&M costs were $13/MWh, the value stated in the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration’s latest report on reference costs (U.S. EIA 2019).  

6.4.11 Causes for Increase in PWR12ME Costs Exceeding Inflation 
EEDB cost estimates for Phase I through Phase IX increased at a rate higher than the reported 
inflation. These increases were largely due to design changes required by increasingly stringent 
regulations and incorporation of new construction practices. These design expansions lead to 
increases in both direct and indirect costs. Some of the identified areas in which these costs are 
most significant are as follows:  

• Design changes in areas related to structural components (e.g. increased quantities of 
embedded steel), piping, raceways, and wire/cable quantities   

• Productivity decreases caused by design changes, interferences, incomplete documentation, 
or back fitting that caused rework 

• Increased stringency in regulatory requirements or interpretation of requirements, particularly 
with respect to tolerances and worker qualification/requalification  

• Special training for safety-class installation procedures and documentation  

• Productivity decreases related to material and tool unavailability, crew interferences, 
overcrowded work areas, and inspection delays  

• Increased real labor costs due to schedule slippages, leading to increased use of multiple 
shifts and cash flow problems 

• Standard changes that increased the complexity of design requirements  

• Increased indirect costs related to the increases in direct costs (i.e., additional construction 
management related to added scope)   

The rate of increase in indirect costs was significantly greater than the rate of increase in direct 
costs. This can be partially attributed to increased construction duration (discussed further in 
Section 6.4.12). 

6.4.12 Effect of Construction Time on Indirect Costs  
Indirect costs comprise three categories: 1) fixed costs to erect temporary facilities used in 
construction; 2) costs that scale with the size of the project such as tools, laydown areas, and 
warehouses used for storage; and 3) time-related costs including rentals, site cleanup, and 
maintenance of temporary facilities (EMWG 2007).  

Two methods were used to estimate the effect of schedule on indirect costs. The first method 
(EMWG method) is a top-down method based on statistical regression of plant experience 
(schedule versus indirect) and is therefore “experienced based”. EMWG provides two equations  
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which can be used to determine the length of construction on the indirect costs for the nuclear 
island (Equation 6-4) and the balance of plant (Equation 6-5). In both equations, the first term is 
used to calculate the fixed costs, the second the costs that scale, and the third the time related 
costs. 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 6.85𝑥𝑥106 �
𝑃𝑃

1200
�
0.33

+ 0.48𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁 + 4.30𝑥𝑥106 �
𝑃𝑃

1200
�
0.5
𝑀𝑀 Equation 6-4 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃 = 6.85𝑥𝑥106 �
𝑃𝑃

1200
�
0.66

+ 0.34𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁 + 4.30𝑥𝑥106 �
𝑃𝑃

1200
�𝑀𝑀 Equation 6-5 

Where: 

P   Plant rating (MWe)  
LN   Labor cost  
M   Construction duration (Months) 

Figure 6-5 shows the indirect labor costs for an 1144 MWe for construction lengths ranging from 
two to ten years given an average loaded labor rate of $110.17/hr and that the schedule affects an 
estimated 1000 workers on site. Also noted on the figure are the world record construction time 
achieved during the construction of 54 months and the 72 months (the length assumed in these 
analyses). The average loaded labor rate was calculated so this equation matches the total 
indirect cost predicted by the model shown in Section 7. 

Equation 6-4 and Equation 6-5 predict that reducing the construction time from 72 months to 
55 months results in savings of $199/kW for the NI, $257/kW for the BOP, and $456/kW total.  

The second method was the model developed for this project. The model scales indirect costs 
based on the factors that drive them: number of workers on site, cost rate for individual indirect 
activities, duration of activities. This additional granularity allows for modeling, in order to 
account for the following factors.  

• A schedule reduction later in the build period, will reduce the LCOE more than a schedule 
reduction of the same length earlier in the period, because less money has been spent and less 
interest will be owed on a larger fraction of OCC. 

• Indirect costs are greater during specific periods of the build, due to the activities taking 
place during those periods. Schedule reductions during the periods where indirect costs are 
higher, may results in significant savings than schedule reductions during other periods.  

Both of these methods are used in Section 7 of this report. The EMWG method was used when 
assessing the magnitude of the civil and structural design and craft labor cost drivers because a 
more general experienced based relationship between indirect costs and duration was required. 
The cost estimating tool was used when estimating the savings from example project types 
(Section 7.3) because the assumed technologies reduced construction costs during specific 
windows.  
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One of the main conclusions of this report is that the most significant cost reduction strategies 
are those that are able to reduce construction duration in addition to savings in labor and to a 
lesser extent materials. These savings are amplified even more when accounting for reduced 
interest costs during construction. 

 
Figure 6-5 
Indirect Costs as a Function of Construction Time 

6.5 Out of Scope Technologies 
The following technologies were determined to be beyond the scope of the research documented 
in this report.  

6.5.1 ATF Credits 
This study assumed that there were no credits for accident tolerant fuel (ATF). It is expected that 
at some point in the future, this technology will provide savings to plants that utilize them.  

The main savings from ATF use could result from reducing the size of the existing emergency 
planning zone (EPZ). A survey of the existing fleet showed that maintain the existing EPZs costs 
an average of $2.25 million per year, with an additional $10 million in startup costs (INL 2014). 
ATF could be used as a technical justification for reducing the EPZ from ten miles to the site 
boundary, resulting in a reduction of the offsite emergency planning costs by 90% over the 
plant’s lifetime. Smaller cost savings are also possible if the EPZ is reduced to a 2- or 5-mile 
zone (from the existing ten miles). 
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Additional savings may be achieved from increases in fuel burnup and cycle length. These 
savings could also result in significant cost savings from fuel purchases and fuel disposal 
(dry casking). Smith (2019) suggests amortized savings of approximately $3.5B in the U.S. 
or about $35M per unit. 

Finally, significant savings can also be achieved from the use of ATF if safety assessments can 
support the downgrading of some systems, from a safety-related to a non-safety-related category. 
However, many new nuclear plant designs take an alternate approach to safety systems by using 
passive safety or inherently safe technologies. Therefore, savings of this type are not expected to 
be significantly relevant to most nuclear-power new builds. 

6.5.2 Seismic Isolation 
Seismic isolation can be used to make structures less effected by earthquakes. There are three 
primary types of isolators that are used by structural designers and the construction industry to 
reduce the effects of seismic-related ground motions. These are low damping (natural) rubber 
(LDR) isolators, lead (natural) rubber (LDR) isolators, and the Friction Pendulum (FP) sliding 
isolator (Whittaker et al. 2014). The benefit of seismic isolation systems can extend to both the 
loading demands for the site structures and components. To date, six units at two different sites 
(two units at Koeberg in South Africa and four units at Cruas in France), have been built using 
seismic isolation.  

EPRI has other ongoing research projects focused on this area and the potential savings from 
seismic isolation are not further discussed in this analysis.  
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7  
ASSESSMENT OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES 
(MODEL RUNS) 

The main focus of this research is two-fold: (1) to develop a framework for understanding what 
factors drive the cost of NOAK nuclear power plants and (2) to provide a tool that can be used 
to assess the effect potential technologies will have on the cost of new plants. 

Section 7.1 describes the cost drivers identified during the EPRI/GAIN/NEI development 
workshop meeting from January 2019 (see Appendix A). Note that several prior workshops 
and meetings were used as input to the initial discussions and are therefore incorporated into 
the Appendix A materials. 

Section 7.2 introduces the spreadsheet model created for this analysis and presents a quantitative 
analysis for five of the selected cost drivers: (1) craft labor costs, (2) civil/structural design, 
(3) constructability of design, (4) materials, and (5) inspection (QA/QC). The analysis leverages 
other work estimating how much each cost driver could be reduced.  

Section 7.3 groups potential solutions into six technology groups. These technologies are 
grouped based on the primary way in which they reduce the cost of new plants (e.g., on-site 
materials, on-site labor). It is also acknowledged that many technologies that address the cost 
drivers will affect multiple COAs in multiple ways (e.g., reductions in material and labor costs). 
The primary function of the technology groups is to provide examples of how this model can be 
used to evaluate particular solutions, and to demonstrate the magnitude of solutions that fall into 
these categories. 

7.1 Cost Drivers 
Representatives from EPRI, NEI, DOE, and electric utilities, as well as other industry experts, 
gathered at the EPRI/GAIN/NEI co-sponsored workshop held in Washington, D.C. on 
January 17-18 (EPRI 2019 Appendix A), and identified the cost drivers discussed in the 
following cost driver analysis. Also, input from previous meetings of similar groups 
(February 2018 in Washington, D.C.; March 2018 in Charlotte, NC; June 2018 in Charlotte, NC; 
and November 2018 in Charlotte, NC) were summarized and used as the starting point for this 
meeting. 

Most of the improvement factors cited in this section are consistent with those cited in the EEDB 
Phase IX (DOE 1988), which provides a comparison of each COA, between the Improved 
PWR12 (IPWR12) and the PWR12BE. Although the base COA used to create this model’s 
baseline were those of the PWR12ME, the comparison between the IPWR12 and the PWR12BE  
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provide reasonable improvement factors for decreasing the costs of these COA. The improved 
model makes a few assumptions that reduce its direct costs, compared to the PWR12BE. These 
include:  

• Some use of digital I&C (plant protection system remains a hard-wired system) 

• Standardized design that did not require significant site-specific adaptations 

• Modular off-site construction was limited largely to non-structural elements of the turbine 
(e.g., the turbine pedestal was excluded) and auxiliary building facilities. However, the study 
mentioned but did not describe in detail use of modularity for equipment piping and wiring 
modules including some portions of equipment inside containment. It was also assumed that 
the Modular Assembly Site (MAS) was within 100 miles of the plant and the modules were 
sized to be transportable by barge. 

• A plant design that was lower in overall height, in order to reduce the amount of structural 
steel and facilitate installation of modules, partially by changing the sequence of construction 
(fewer vertically stacked components renders sections of equipment more independent) – this 
was referred to as a backbone approach to modular construction. 

These assumptions decreased site labor and materials costs, but typically increased factory 
equipment costs. Larger savings were found in indirect costs, because it is assumed that more of 
the engineering was complete prior to the start of construction and that construction would take 
63 months instead of 72 months, which is the period assumed for the PWR12BE. In total, the 
base costs of the IPWR12 model were 17% lower than those of the PWR12BE.  

The DOE noted in the study that the level of improvement afforded by the IPWR12 design was 
conservative and that they expected that actual realization of a plant that was designed to take 
advantage of and then incorporate new features, such as modular construction and digital I&C, 
would actually be greater. 

7.1.1 Craft Labor Costs 
McKinsey Global Institute published a 2017 report with a focus on improving productivity of 
construction related services worldwide (McKinsey 2017). The report identifies seven areas that 
in conjunction could boost labor productivity by 50-60%:     

• Reshape regulation and raise transparency – Some countries have enabled productivity gains 
by eliminating regulatory burdens.  

• Rewire contractual framework – Hostile contracts are characteristic of the construction 
industry and pit buyers against their workforce. Contracts should be incentive-based, in order 
to reward the workers for progress. Alternative contracting models, such as integrated project 
delivery (IPD), should be explored. 

• Rethink design and engineering processes – Projects should be designed for constructability 
and ease of assembly. This includes incorporating repeated design elements which allow the 
workforce to become more skilled as the project progresses.  

• Improve procurement and supply chain – Improved communication between suppliers and 
contractors will result in decreased delays and allow resources to be deployed when they are 
needed. 
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• Improve onsite execution – Four key concepts were identified. 1) Instituting a more rigorous 
planning process such as Last Planner System (LPS). 2) Reshaping the relationship and 
interactions between owners and contractors to focus on key performance indicators (KPI). 
3) Improving mobilization so all approvals and pre-work is completed prior to the scheduled 
start of work activities. 4) Incorporating lean operating principles that rely on a holistic 
approach instead of traditional command and control processes. 

• Infuse technology and innovation – Utilization of BIM and other advanced planning 
software.  

• Reskill workers – Training workers to use the technologies and method discussed in the other 
bullets. 

Together, these concepts could increase worker productivity by 50-60%, and decrease craft labor 
costs by the same amount.  

The following solutions were identified at the EPRI/GAIN/NEI meeting held in Washington 
D.C, as ways of increasing worker productivity (EPRI 2019 Appendix A): 

• Increase appropriate use of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning 

• Increase appropriate use of augmented reality 

• Incentivize personalized productivity 

• Improve training/qualification 

• Develop ways to automate construction 

• Link the use of a smart batch plant with in-situ work activities 

• Reduce paperwork slowness 

Through some combination of the above technologies and concepts, it is assumed that increases 
in worker productivity can decrease total labor hours spent by 50%. It is also assumed that this 
change will shorten the expected project duration from 72 months to approximately 55 months, 
as achieved in several different nuclear projects in Japan, South Korea, and China in the 1990s 
and early 2000s (IAEA 2019). The equations shown in Section 6.4.12 show that this change in 
product duration would further decrease indirect costs by 24% ($456/kW). 
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Table 7-1 
Potential to Improve Productivity (Data from McKinsey 2017) 

Enhancer Type Productivity Enhancers Cost Savings 
Potential 

External Forces Regulation Enabler of the 
other forces 

Industry Dynamics Collaboration and Contracting 6-7% 

Industry Dynamics Design and Engineering 7-10% 

Firm-Level Operational Factors Procurement and Supply Chain Management 3-5% 

Firm-Level Operational Factors On-Site Execution 4-5% 

Firm-Level Operational Factors Technology 4-6% 

Firm-Level Operational Factors Capability Building 3-5% 

Total 27-38% 

7.1.2 Baseline Civil/Structural Design Costs 
The civil and structural components of a light water reactor are much larger than the similar 
structures present in fossil plants and make NPP construction sites some of the largest in the 
world. This, in part, is due to the complexity and scale of the equipment but is also due to the 
size of the structures that are housing that equipment. For modeling purposes, it was assumed 
that each of the COA discussed in Section 7.1.3 are also applicable.  

Civil and structural design costs can be improved through proper application of modularity, 
increased use of factory fabrication, and some advanced building technologies such as steel-plate 
composites or use of ultra-high performing concrete and other metals.  

The benefits of modularity are often illustrated by the “1-3-8” rule, which is a rule of thumb 
developed for the shipping industry. This rule provides estimated multipliers for the cost of 
completing activities in a factory (1x), at an on-site assembly area (3x), or in place (8x). This rule 
has questionable applicability to the nuclear industry, but it is often cited as an example of the 
benefits of modularity. 

Constructing the plant in modules decentralizes the construction activities and allows more 
operations to be completed in parallel. Completing activities on a factory floor allows 
environmentally sensitive activities to be completed in controlled environments. Completing 
these activities faster reduces labor costs and condenses schedule. In addition to construction 
activities, some testing and inspections can be completed prior to components arriving on site. 
Completing inspections off-site allows identified flaws to be corrected without disrupting onsite 
activities (Maronati 2018).  
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Three different modular construction strategies are defined in Figure 7-1. 

• Strategy 1: Complete Modularization – Modules are assembled in the factory, assembled into 
super modules in a laydown area, and work in place is limited to installation of the super 
modules. 

• Strategy 2: Partial Modularity – Modules and super modules are assembled in the assembly 
area instead of in the factory and are then installed in place. Because the total number of 
modules and super modules is greater than in Strategy 1, total time needed for installation in 
place is greater. Furthermore, limited work on the factory floor prevents the plant from 
receiving the benefits of performing work in a controlled environment (e.g., lower 
manufacturing variability, reduced maintenance to fix manufacturing defects, performing 
inspections off-site).  

• Strategy 3: Stick Built – Strategy 3 does not include wide-use of modularity. Minimal 
modules are built in the factory and no super modules are constructed. The lack of an 
assembly area maximizes the amount of construction activities that must be constructed in 
place. 

Maronati (2018) completed Monte Carlo analyses to combine uncertainties in activity durations 
and equipment costs for the construction of the WEC-SMR Nuclear Island. Although this is not 
the same plant design as PWR12ME (the model nominally used throughout this analysis), the 
time estimates developed demonstrate the benefits of modularity for nuclear construction 
projects. These analyses calculated construction times of 1701 days, 1642 days, and 2315 days, 
for Strategies 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Strategy 1 has a longer construction time despite having 
more modularity, because of the time needed to ship components from the factory to the site 
location. The modular strategies (1 and 2) resulted in significantly lower OCC and TCIC than the 
stick built strategy (3). The savings on Base Cost (BC) were relatively greater than the savings 
in OCC and TCIC, because modular construction pushes some construction costs earlier in the 
construction process. In Section 7, it was assumed that OCC savings of 30% were possible with 
proper use of modular construction. 

Westinghouse’s AP1000 was designed with a specific focus on utilizing modularity. The use 
of modules at Sanmen in China allowed builders to place 2500 tons of modules in less than 
100 days (Walker 2011). However, other AP1000 projects have seen significant delays. The 
specific reasons those projects were delayed were not related to use of modules, and therefore 
do not detract from the optimistic assumptions about the benefits of modularity presented in this 
report. It was assumed that if modularity were used to an effective degree, baseline civil and 
structural design costs could be decreased by 30%. 

It is also acknowledged that seismic isolation could play a role in addressing this cost driver. 
Section 6.5.2 states that potential savings from seismic isolation are not assumed or further 
discussed in this analysis because EPRI has other ongoing research projects focused on this area.  
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Table 7-2 
Effect of Modularization on Cost. Courtesy of Maronati. (Adapted from Maronati 2018) 

Degree of Modularization Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 

Base Cost (BC) 0.44 (-36.74%) 0.63 (-10.61%) 0.70 

Overnight Construction Cost (OCC) 0.61 (-29.82) 0.79 (-8.61%) 0.87 

Total Capital Investment Cost (TCIC) 0.70 (-29.95) 0.91 (-8.26%) 1.00 

 
Figure 7-1 
Three Different Construction Strategies Using Degrees of Modularity. Courtesy of Maronati 
(Adapted from Maronati 2018) 

7.1.3 Baseline Constructability of Design 
The constructability of a design is the degree to which obstacles faced during construction are 
foreseen and avoided during the design phase. These pre-build design changes will minimize 
the need to demolish, redesign, and rebuild plant features during construction. It will avoid costly 
delays that result from design changes during construction, which could impact the licensing 
basis, and it will decrease the cost of construction, maintenance, operation, and inspections.  

Although designing for constructability requires additional investment when designing the first 
plant, it will decrease the cost of NOAK units. Additional design work prior to beginning 
construction is expected to minimize redesigning safety related systems during construction 
which avoids schedule and regulatory delays. This investment will help avoid some cost 
overruns in FOAK plants.  

Designing for constructability may be accomplished using artificial intelligence to redesign 
features from the bottom-up. Other industries have had success through the use of Building 
Information Modeling (BIM), an intelligent building planning tool which allows designers to 
see how design decisions affect adjacent systems, structures, and components. 
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EEDB Phase IX identifies specific percentage savings for the IPWR12, in each of the two-digit 
code of accounts relative to PWR12ME. For some of the COA discussed below, these specific 
numbers were used. In other cases, the aggregate reduction in direct costs (linear combination 
of savings from COA 21 through 26) or the aggregated reduction in indirect costs (linear 
combination of savings from EMWG COA 91 through 93) were used. (Note that the EMWG 
G4-ECONS COA designates indirect as 3 series as opposed to 9 series COAs as is used in the 
EMWG reports.)  

The aggregate direct cost reductions were a 20.5% reduction in site labor costs, 8.7% reduction 
in site material costs, and a 2.8% increase in factory equipment costs. The aggregate indirect cost 
reductions were a 19.9% reduction in site labor costs, 14.6% reduction in site material costs, and 
a 49.7% reduction in professional services for an overall 35.5% reduction in $/kWe. In general, 
the EEDB IPWR improvements were seen as a technically robust benchmark, generally 
applicable to most COAs. In some identified circumstances, other references and estimates 
were used. 

Designing for constructability is expected to affect the following COA in NOAK plants (note 
indirect costs are identified by their G4-ECONS 3X designation). 

• Design services offsite (COA 35) – It is estimated that 75% of offsite design services during 
construction are spent dealing with construction issues, which can be minimized through a 
better design for constructability. The balance is spent dealing with errors in the design and 
are assumed to be a baseline cost that may be improved as additional plants are built but 
never fully eliminated. The aggregate indirect cost improvement factor of 35.5% was 
assumed for this COA.  

• Construction supervision (COA 32) – It is estimated that 25% of construction supervision 
costs can be attributed to designing during construction. The aggregate indirect cost 
improvement factor of 35.5% was assumed for this COA. 

• Project/construction management services onsite (COA 38) – It is estimated that 25% of 
onsite management costs can be attributed to designing during construction. The aggregate 
indirect cost improvement factor of 35.5% was assumed for this COA. 

• Structures and improvements (COA 21) – The cost of some of the structures within COA 21 
could be reduced by designing for constructability. These are generally structures made by 
craftsman on site and not site improvements such as paving which are performed by the 
lowest bidder. EEDB Phase IX (DOE 1987) estimated a 6.3% reduction in $/kWe for this 
category. This reduction is lower than what was assumed for other COA because EEDB IX 
applied the savings expected from modularity the auxiliary building but not the other 
structures. In this analysis, the aggregate cost savings were assumed to be applicable to the 
three-digit COA identified in Table 7-3. In total, it was estimated that 91% of the COA 21 
were affected by this cost driver. It is further noted that additional savings can be found in the 
10 series COA (Preconstruction Activities), however these are small and likely location 
specific. For example, in some instances, remote siting may reduce land costs. The aggregate 
direct cost improvement factor of 15% (20.5% reduction in site labor costs, 8.7% reduction 
in site material costs, and a 2.8% increase in factory equipment costs) were applied to 91% of 
this COA identified in Table 7-3. 
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• Reactor equipment (COA 22) – The NSSS is fully designed prior to construction and does 
not change significantly along the learning curve. COA 224 contains the radiation waste 
processing structure. Some sites are able to nearly completely eliminate their facilities and 
perform the waste processing offsite. It is assumed this would represent a 90% cost reduction 
for the 10% of this COA attributed to waste processing. 

• Turbine Plant Equipment (COA 23) – COA 23 includes the turbine as well as the turbine 
pedestal. It is estimated that designing for constructability could significantly reduce the cost 
of pedestal. EEDB provides an overall improvement factor of 6.3% for the entire COA. 

• Electrical tunnels (COA 24) – The cost of laying electrical cables can be significantly 
improved through better design and construction planning. Roughly 17.5% of the cost of 
electrical tunnels is labor and can be reduced by better design. It is estimated that the cost of 
electrical tunnel labor can be reduced by 50% through better construction planning. 

7.1.4 Material Costs 
The EEDB estimates that total construction activities will require 4.35x106 ft3 (1.23x105 m3) 
of concrete, 2.13x106 ft2 (1.98x105 m2) of formwork, 1.54x105 ft3 (4.36x103 m3) of steel, 
1.11x107 lbm (5.03x106 kg) of piping, and 7.14x106 ft (2.18x106 m) of wiring (DOE 1987). 
In total, these materials cost roughly $375/kW or 7% of the cost of a new plant. Figure 7-2 and 
Figure 7-3 illustrate the fraction of the total cost that is due to materials. Some of the cost saving 
technologies that can reduce the quantity of materials needed are listed below.  

• High performance materials, such as high-strength reinforcing steel  

• Increase appropriate use of advanced manufacturing and welding 

• Develop smart formwork for concrete 

• Develop smart batch plant for concrete 

• Develop method to test the concrete prior to loading it in the truck 
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Figure 7-2 
Fraction of OCC Associated with Indirect Costs, Site Materials, Site Labor Cost, and 
Off-Site Manufacturing 

 
Figure 7-3 
Fraction of LCOE Associated with Indirect Costs, Other Costs, On-Site Materials, Site 
Labor Cost, and Off-Site Manufacturing 

Direct Labor, 
$982 /kW, 18%

On-site Materials, 
$375 /kW, 7%

Off-Site 
Manufacturing, 

$2,200 /kW, 40%

Indirect Costs, 
$1,943 /kW, 35%
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7.1.5 Inspection (QA/QC) Delays 
Forty percent of craft laborers surveyed in the late 1970s, at six different nuclear power plants 
under construction in U.S., listed quality control inspection delays as a substantial issue 
(Borcherding 1980). These workers reported an average delay of 1.47, 2.50, and 3.90 MH per 
craftsman per week for carpenters, electricians, and pipefitters. The overall estimate was 
2.61 MH per individual on a weekly basis. The surveyed craftsmen reported that the inspectors 
were typically available when they were needed and that the primary reason for delays were 
interpreting the plans and specifications provided by examiners. 

Advancements could be made to reduce or eliminate some inspections. Some possibilities could 
include: 

• Automate the inspection and qualification of concrete. 

• Develop continual or near-real-time inspections of material and member placement 
(deployment can be through laser, drone, scanner, etc.). 

• Automate the development of as-built drawings/conditions. 

• Increase appropriate use of sensors (including for concrete placement). 

• Increase appropriate use of automated monitoring/control. 

• Increase appropriate use of advanced Nondestructive Examination (NDE) (e.g., Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR), Ultrasonic Testing (UT), other). 

• Develop a rationale for fewer inspections. 

If the time spent on inspections could be reduced, 90% of 2.61 MH per week could be reduced. 
This would result in a decrease in the cost of labor and the construction time by 5.8%.  

7.1.6 Reliance Upon Consensus Based Codes and Standards 
Designers hoping to use advanced materials and technologies must wait for consensus from 
code, standards, and specification committees. However, these documents are usually slow 
to produce because they are consensus-based in order to better ensure high-quality, unbiased 
documents. Changes to this process for developing documents written in mandatory language 
and used by the nuclear power industry could allow for swifter turnaround and will support 
adoption by regulators, designers, and constructors within the nuclear power industry. Possible 
ideas include: 

• Using risk-informed guidance on use of code in-lieu of rulemaking. 

• Incentivize resources to develop standards. 

• Increase collaboration among multiple code committees. 

• Improve pathway for NRC (or other regulator) acceptance without waiting for a specific code 
case upon which the design or construction activity depends. 
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7.1.7 Excessive Margin 
There are numerous instances in the plant designs where conservatisms are stacked, leading to 
what some experts believe to be excessive margin. This is especially true for civil/structural 
structures with seismic requirements and with regard to radiation protection (i.e., the LNT model 
assumption). Modeling research could be completed, in order to identify instances in which these 
margins are unnecessary and could be reduced. However, prior to the completion of the 
modeling, it is unknown what savings might be realized by reducing these margins.  

7.1.8 Non-Severability of Design Features 
When safety related systems or non-safety related systems adjacent to safety related systems 
must be redesigned during construction, the results are significant delays and costs due to the 
relicensing process. These delays and costs are one principal reason for the cost overruns and 
delays in the construction of FOAK plants. Although it is assumed that the redesign of safety 
related systems will not be necessary for NOAK units, reducing the connections between safety 
related and non-safety related systems has the potential to significantly reduce any possible 
delays, resulting in a more certain costs of nuclear construction. This will increase investor 
optimism, increasing the likelihood of future projects and decreasing the required rate of return 
on borrowed money.  

7.1.9 Regulatory Requirements 
The cost of regulation is observed by noting the significant cost differences between nuclear 
grade components and similar components used in fossil plants. While in some cases, the nuclear 
grade components and materials provide superior value, in other cases, industry experts believe 
that the existing requirements are unnecessary. Some of them could be removed, making the 
licensing process cheaper and possibly reducing OCC.  

7.1.10 Supply Chain Issues 
It has been many years since nuclear power plants have been built in the United States at a rate 
sufficient to maintain a supply chain for nuclear grade components. There are a number of 
options for how this issue could be remedied. 

• Development of a full supply chain will require confidence by suppliers that multiple new 
nuclear power plants will be built. Suppliers may be incentivized to begin investing in 
nuclear-specific technologies if some initial investment or demonstration was independently 
funded. 

• The effect of this cost driver could be reduced by reducing the number of quality-controlled 
components. This would require regulatory changes, but work could be completed to 
demonstrate that off-the-shelf non-nuclear grade components perform on a comparable level 
to those produced with proper QA/QC. It could also mean expanding the use of commercial 
grade dedication. 

• The barrier to entry for suppliers to become nuclear grade suppliers could be lowered. As 
with the last point, this would require regulatory changes. 
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The extent to which these solutions could affect the LCOE from nuclear power depends on the 
extent to which suppliers and regulators are willing to change. In an attempt to make nuclear 
power more cost-effective, regulators could make sweeping changes to lower the barrier to entry 
for new suppliers. It is also possible that a political commitment to carbon-free technologies will 
incentivize the investments in the resources to needed to develop nuclear quality product lines.  

7.1.11 Unknown Risks 
Recent domestic nuclear power plant construction projects have included schedule delays and 
cost overruns. These delays are related to inspection (discussed in Section 7.1.5), possible 
redesign of safety related systems or non-safety related systems adjacent to safety related 
systems (discussed in Section 7.1.8), and a host of other factors. Some delays could be foreseen 
and managed in a more time and cost-efficient manner, if more project planning was completed 
prior to the beginning of construction. This is demonstrated by Figure 6-2 which shows that total 
capital costs decrease as more of the design is completed. Incompatibilities and inconsistences 
can be found and remedied before resources are mobilized. In some cases, it can prevent building 
and then demolishing structures with design interferences. BIM and other modeling software can 
be used in the design process to foresee interferences.  

Other risks are truly unknown and require project planners to have flexible solutions and address 
the cost drivers as they arise with minimal schedule impact. Additive manufacturing has been 
used with success in naval reactors where it is sometimes impractical or impossible to ship spare 
parts when they are needed. It may also be useful on a construction site to decrease the wait time 
needed for components and be able to respond to design changes more quickly. Additive 
manufacturing can be also be used for rapid prototyping or building full scale components out of 
less costly materials. This is useful for demonstrating clearances, training workers, and ensuring 
that pieces fit together as expected. In many cases, rapid prototyping does not have a positive 
value proposition, but for sensitive components, training with full-scale pieces can avoid 
unknown risks. 

7.1.12 Workforce Training (Qualifications) 
The unavailability of qualified workers has been identified as one inefficiency that leads to 
schedule delays. Inexperienced workers make mistakes, misunderstand directions, and complete 
their assignments slower than other qualified workers. Workforce training could be one possible 
solution. This is particularly relevant for inspectors who must understand the directions provided 
to them and recognize off-normal conditions. Since many inspections are completed in-place, 
inspector training could reduce construction duration and decrease indirect costs. 

7.2 Model Results 
This section summarizes results from the nuclear cost model developed for this study. The model 
incorporates quantitative assessments of potential cost reductions from five of the cost drivers 
described above: 

1. Craft Labor Costs 
2. Civil/structural design 
3. Constructability of design 
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4. Materials 
5. Inspection (QA/QC) 

For each of these cost driver categories, the model identifies the relevant COAs along with their 
baseline cost estimates. As part of establishing the baseline effects of the cost drivers on relevant 
COAs, the model also incorporates estimated percentages of the relevant COA cost values 
directly affected by the cost drivers. After establishing the baseline effects of the five cost drivers 
by COA, the model then uses estimates for the potential savings from specific cost driver 
strategies (described above) as percentages of the baseline values to calculate reductions. The 
methodology for identifying affected COAs and estimating potential savings, combines reviews 
of the Phase IX EEDB report comparing the IPWR with PWR12ME as described above, 
discussions from the EPRI/GAIN/NEI workshop meeting, and engineering judgment. 

The next subsection provides details on the baseline capital costs and the levelized cost of 
electricity (LCOE), using input parameter assumptions from authoritative sources. The 
subsequent section presents the potential reductions in capital costs and LCOE from 
implementing the cost driver strategies. 

7.2.1 Baseline Total Capital Costs and LCOE 
As discussed in Section 5, this analysis uses the PWR12ME from the EEDB Phase IX report 
issued by the U.S. Department of Energy in 1987, as the reference point for baseline cost values. 
Inflating 1987 dollars in that report to contemporary currency leads to capital costs of 
$5500/kWe for direct and indirect cost components.  

Calculating the baseline LCOE (defined in Section 3.4) entails calculating the total capital cost, 
including interest during construction and other adders. The model estimates interest during 
construction to be $1283/kWe based on a construction schedule of 72 months, and at an interest 
rate of 7% (assumption from Section 6.4.2). Other additions, representing pre-construction costs, 
owner’s costs, and supplemental costs, collectively represent $428/kWe. The total capital cost 
(TCIC, defined in Section 3.3) then becomes $7211/kWe. 

The three additional input parameters for leveling total capital cost are discount rate (for bringing 
future revenues to a present value), time period, and the annual capacity factor, and are 
adjustable in the model. Baseline calculations use a 7% discount rate and 60-year plant life time 
(IAEA 2015). For consistency with U.S. nuclear operations, baseline calculations use a 90% 
capacity factor (U.S. EIA 2019). With these parameters, the baseline levelized capital cost is 
$65/MWh. 

The remaining parameters for calculating LCOE, relate to the operating and maintenance (O&M) 
costs ($13/MWh, discussed in Section 6.4.10) and fuel cost ($10/MWh, discussed in Section 
6.4.5). Summing these O&M components with the levelized capital cost yields an LCOE of 
$88/MWh for the baseline model calculations3. 

                                                           
3 Other estimates range from about $77/MWh (EIA 2019, based on $5300/kWe OCC) to $120/MWh (Lazard 2016, 
based on a OCC of $12,000/kWe). 
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7.2.2 COAs and Baseline Costs Affected by Selected Cost Drivers 
Table 7-4 shows COAs and baseline costs affected by the five cost drivers included in this 
modeling analysis: (1) craft labor costs, (2) civil/structural design, (3) constructability of design, 
(4) materials, and (5) inspection (QA/QC).  

In the design of this analysis, these five cost drivers are neither mutually exclusive nor 
collectively comprehensive. As a result, some COAs appear on multiple rows of the table 
because they are affected by multiple cost drivers, and many COAs are not included because 
they are not affected by these cost drivers. For these reasons, summing the baseline costs 
affected by the cost drivers would not yield the baseline cost for the reference nuclear plant 
($5500/kW). Moreover, summing the estimates of potential cost reductions from the drivers, 
which are shown in the next subsection, would not yield the total potential cost reduction from 
implementing all the strategies, because some COAs would be double counted and there would 
be interaction effects among the multiple strategies. This is further discussed in Section 7.2.4. 

The first column of Table 7-4 shows the account numbers, with 20s related to direct construction 
costs and 30s related to indirect services. In the full cost accounting system, direct construction 
costs by COA are subdivided into equipment, materials, and labor. The third column of the table 
uses abbreviations to denote whether the affected costs represent the total for the COA or one of 
the subdivisions. The fourth column shows the relevant component’s baseline cost estimate. 

The fifth column in the table (second from the right) expresses the percentage of each cost 
component that is affected by the cost driver. This is necessary because in many cases, the cost 
drivers affect only part of the COAs. The rational for these values is presented in Section 7.1. 
The sixth column is the fourth column (baseline COA) multiplied by the fifth column (affected 
percentage). 

As an example, the first block relates to the constructability of design, and the first cost 
component listed in Table 7-4 on row 21: Structures and improvements. In the table, this row has 
“T” in the third column because its total baseline costs serve as point of departure (rather than 
equipment, materials, or labor subdivision). The total baseline cost for COA 21 is $1385/kWe 
based on the modeling approach described above. Section 7.1.3 explains that 91% of this cost 
component is affected by constructability of design; the other 9% is unaffected by it. Thus, the 
baseline contribution of constructability of design is $1260/kW, as shown in the sixth column. 
Other rows in the table are calculated in the same manner. 
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Table 7-3 
COA and Baseline Costs Affected by Selected Cost Drivers 

  

Full Baseline 
Cost for 

Code

% Affected 
by Cost 
Driver2

Baseline Cost 
Contributions

Craft Labor Costs $2,925/kW
21 Structures and Improvements L $565/kW 100% $565/kW
22 Reactor Equipment L $123/kW 100% $123/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment L $64/kW 100% $64/kW
24 Electrical Equipment L $51/kW 100% $51/kW
25 Heat Rejection System L $77/kW 100% $77/kW
26 Miscellaneous Equipment L $102/kW 100% $102/kW
39 Indirect Costs T $1,943/kW 100% $1,943/kW

Civil/Structural Design $3,318/kW
21 Structures and Improvements T $1,385/kW 91% $1,260/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment T $384/kW 30% $115/kW
39 Indirect Costs T $1,943/kW 100% $1,943/kW

Constructability of Design $2,338/kW
21 Structures and Improvements T $1,385/kW 91% $1,260/kW
22 Reactor Equipment T $858/kW 10% $86/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment T $384/kW 100% $384/kW
24 Electrical Equipment T $291/kW 50% $146/kW
32 Construction supervision T $237/kW 25% $59/kW
35 Design services offsite T $389/kW 75% $292/kW
38 Project/constr mgmt services onsite T $223/kW 50% $112/kW

Materials $907/kW
21 Structures and Improvements M $170/kW 100% $170/kW
21 Structures and Improvements L $565/kW 50% $282/kW
22 Reactor Equipment M $35/kW 100% $35/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment M $20/kW 100% $20/kW
24 Electrical Equipment M $40/kW 100% $40/kW
25 Heat Rejection System M $10/kW 100% $10/kW
26 Miscellaneous Equipment M $100/kW 100% $100/kW
31 Field indirect costs M $250/kW 100% $250/kW

Inspection (QA/QC) $302/kW
21 Structures and Improvements L $565/kW 25% $141/kW
22 Reactor Equipment L $123/kW 25% $31/kW
32 Construction supervision T $237/kW 50% $118/kW
33 Commissioning and startup costs T $24/kW 50% $12/kW

2) References provided in Section 7.

Step 1: Understanding Cost Driver Constributions Toward Baseline $5,500/kW Nuclear 

Baseline Cost Drivers and Relevant Cost 
Codes1

Notes: 1) In the third column, “T” denotes total costs within the COA, “E” denotes the 
equipment component of the COA, “M” denotes the materials component, and “L” 
denotes the labor component.
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7.2.3 Potential Cost Savings from Cost Driver Strategies 
Table 7-5 presents the estimated cost savings from implementing the driver strategies described 
above. The left side reproduces the baseline cost effects from the drivers documented in the 
previous table. The right side shows the two columns of values to calculate the potential cost 
savings.  

The second-to-last column indicates the estimated percentage reduction in each cost component 
row’s baseline driver effect from implementing strategies (the assumptions for these values are 
presented in Section 7.1). The last column in the table indicates the resulting cost savings 
estimate from multiplying the baseline cost effect by the potential reduction percentage.  
Figure 7-4 provides a summary of the cost drivers and the potential savings from each. 

For example, the calculation of potential cost savings for the first cost component row  
(21: Structures and Improvements) uses an estimate of 15% reduction, derived from the approach 
described in the previous paragraph, from the baseline cost contribution for constructability of 
design. With the baseline cost contribution of $1260/kWe for this row, a 15% reduction would 
lead to cost savings of $189/kWe. Other rows in the table are calculated in the same manner. 

The values in bold in the last column give the total estimated cost savings from implementing 
each driver strategy.  
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Table 7-4 
Estimated Cost Savings from Driver Strategies 

  
 

Full Baseline 
Cost for 

Code

% Affected 
by Cost 
Driver2

Baseline Cost 
Contributions

% Reduction 
from Baseline 

Contrib.2

Potential Cost 
Savings

Craft Labor Costs $2,925/kW $948/kW
21 Structures and Improvements L $565/kW 100% $565/kW 50% $282/kW
22 Reactor Equipment L $123/kW 100% $123/kW 50% $62/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment L $64/kW 100% $64/kW 50% $32/kW
24 Electrical Equipment L $51/kW 100% $51/kW 50% $26/kW
25 Heat Rejection System L $77/kW 100% $77/kW 50% $38/kW
26 Miscellaneous Equipment L $102/kW 100% $102/kW 50% $51/kW
39 Indirect Costs T $1,943/kW 100% $1,943/kW 24% $456/kW

Civil/Structural Design $3,318/kW $892/kW
21 Structures and Improvements T $1,385/kW 91% $1,260/kW 30% $378/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment T $384/kW 30% $115/kW 50% $58/kW
39 Indirect Costs T $1,943/kW 100% $1,943/kW 24% $456/kW

Constructability of Design $2,338/kW $503/kW
21 Structures and Improvements T $1,385/kW 91% $1,260/kW 15% $189/kW
22 Reactor Equipment T $858/kW 10% $86/kW 90% $77/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment T $384/kW 100% $384/kW 6% $24/kW
24 Electrical Equipment T $291/kW 50% $146/kW 35% $51/kW
32 Construction supervision T $237/kW 25% $59/kW 35% $21/kW
35 Design services offsite T $389/kW 75% $292/kW 35% $102/kW
38 Project/constr mgmt services onsite T $223/kW 50% $112/kW 35% $39/kW

Materials $907/kW $383/kW
21 Structures and Improvements M $170/kW 100% $170/kW 50% $85/kW
21 Structures and Improvements L $565/kW 50% $282/kW 25% $71/kW
22 Reactor Equipment M $35/kW 100% $35/kW 50% $18/kW
23 Turbine Generator Equipment M $20/kW 100% $20/kW 50% $10/kW
24 Electrical Equipment M $40/kW 100% $40/kW 50% $20/kW
25 Heat Rejection System M $10/kW 100% $10/kW 50% $5/kW
26 Miscellaneous Equipment M $100/kW 100% $100/kW 50% $50/kW
31 Field indirect costs M $250/kW 100% $250/kW 50% $125/kW

Inspection (QA/QC) $302/kW $151/kW
21 Structures and Improvements L $565/kW 25% $141/kW 50% $71/kW
22 Reactor Equipment L $123/kW 25% $31/kW 50% $15/kW
32 Construction supervision T $237/kW 50% $118/kW 50% $59/kW
33 Commissioning and startup costs T $24/kW 50% $12/kW 50% $6/kW

2) References provided in Section 7.

Step 1: Understanding Cost Driver Constributions Toward Baseline $5,500/kW Nuclear Step 2: Evaluating Potential 

Baseline Cost Drivers and Relevant Cost 
Codes1

Notes: 1) In the third column, “T” denotes total costs within the COA, “E” denotes the 
equipment component of the COA, “M” denotes the materials component, and “L” 
denotes the labor component.
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Figure 7-4 
Summary of Cost Drivers and Potential Savings 

7.2.4 Addressing All Cost Drivers 
As stated previously, the cost drivers have some overlap. For the purposes of estimating the total 
benefit that could be realized if all cost reduction strategies were used, some of the benefits for 
individual cost drivers were subtracted from the total, in order to avoid double counting. It is 
assumed that the benefits from materials, craft labor costs, and inspection (QA/QC) are 
sufficiently unique.  

Some of the benefits listed under constructability of design and civil/structural design were also 
removed when summing all the cost drivers together, because the improvements were already 
covered by other drivers. Those instances are described below. 

• Structures and Improvements (21) was affected by each cost driver. The benefits listed under 
constructability of design were considered redundant to those listed in other categories 
($189/kW). 

• Indirect cost savings related to reductions in schedule were listed under civil/structural design 
and craft labor costs. This benefit was counted only once ($456/kW). 

• Reactor equipment (22), turbine generator equipment (23), and electrical equipment (24) are 
included in constructability, materials, and craft labor costs. The benefits listed under 
constructability of design were considered redundant to those listed in other categories 
($77/kW, $24/kW, and $51/kW, respectively). 
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To avoid double counting, a total of $798/kW was subtracted from the total potential savings if 
all the cost drivers are addressed at once. This leaves an opportunity for a cost reduction of 
$2079/kW from the existing baseline OCC of $5500/kW, resulting in a potential OCC cost of 
$3421/kW.  

Additional savings could be achieved by addressing the cost drivers for which a quantitative 
analysis was not done, assuming more aggressive cost reductions for the analyzed cost-drivers, 
or assuming that schedule reductions from reduced craft labor costs (increases in worker 
productivity) and improved civil/structural design are not mutually exclusive. 

7.2.5 Summary of OCC and LCOE Cost Reductions by Cost Driver Category 
Figure 7-5 summarizes the potential cost savings calculated in the project, by cost drivers. 
As discussed earlier, it is difficult to sum each of the individual cost savings to arrive at a total 
cost savings potential, due to the overlap in the way the cost savings were calculated. 

 
Figure 7-5 
Summary in Potential Reduction in OCC for Each Cost Driver Opportunity 

As for LCOE, an estimate of potential reductions can be made by assuming OCC represents 
about 60% of the $88/MWh baseline LCOE value. Strictly speaking, for each cost driver one 
would need to independently calculate the construction schedule time associated with the cost 
driver opportunity on IDC. But assuming the contribution to construction schedule are 
proportional to savings in OCC, Figure 7-6 illustrates potential reductions in LCOE for each 
opportunity. 
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Figure 7-6 
Summary in Potential Reduction in LCOE for Each Cost Driver Opportunity 

7.3 Evaluation of Technology Types 
There are many possible projects that can reduce costs of NOAK plants. To demonstrate how 
this tool could be used to assess the saving from implementation of a variety of technologies, six 
general categories were defined based on the primary way the technology reduces cost. These 
groups are not meant to be exclusive because many projects are able to significantly reduce costs 
across multiple categories.  

For each of these technology types, a generic technology was evaluated to illustrate the potential 
cost savings that could be achieved through the implementation of the technology. Because cost 
savings projections of this type are not generally available for all projects under consideration, it 
is not possible to provide such an assessment for every project. The generic examples given in 
the following sections provide guidance for evaluating specific projects, including those that 
have not yet been identified. Specific examples of technologies are identified in Table 7-18. This 
table also lists which cost drivers the technologies address, how they influence OCC and LCOE, 
the timeframe over which they may be deployed, the kind of plant design that could benefit from 
it, and estimated magnitude of the effect they could have. 

7.3.1 Advanced Materials 
The advanced materials group contains materials that are stronger, lighter, or in some way 
perform better than other comparable materials that are traditionally used. The use of advanced 
materials often results in a net decrease in cost (via reduced cost of on-site materials) although 
sometimes working with these materials is more difficult (increasing labor costs) or requires 
more preparation off site (increasing off-site material costs). Conversely, some advanced 
materials are costlier but achieve savings through reduced labor or reduced schedule  
(see Section 7.3.2.). Material costs are identified as a cost driver in Section 7.1.4. Some 
examples of these technologies include high strength reinforcing steel, mechanical splicing of 
reinforcement, optimization of concrete placements, and code acceptance of existing advanced 
materials. Some of these ideas are listed in Table 7-17. 
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For example, advanced material could provide 10% savings on materials and 5% savings on 
labor across the Structures and Improvements COA (mostly concrete structures). If successfully 
implemented this technology could reduce OCC of the plant by $62.2/kW and LCOE by 
$0.7/MWh. The inputs and results of this calculation are provided in Table 7-6, Table 7-7,  
Figure 7-7, and Figure 7-8. The results were rounded to the significant digit. 

Table 7-5 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 1 (Advanced Materials) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements 

(21) 

-5% -10% 0% $28.2/kW $34.0/kW $0.0/kW $62.2/kW 

Indirect Costs 
(3X) 

0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Total OCC Savings for Example Technology 1 (Advanced Materials) $62.2/kW 

Table 7-6 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 1 (Advanced Materials) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements 

(21) 

-3% 0% 0% $0.3/MWh $0.4/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.7/MWh 

Indirect Costs 
(3X) 

0% $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWH 

Total LCOE Savings for Example Technology 1 (Advanced Materials) $0.7/MWh 
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Figure 7-7 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 1 (Advanced Materials) 

 
Figure 7-8 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 1 (Advanced Materials) 

Direct Labor Savings,
$28.2 /kW

Direct Labor,
$954.0 /kW

On-site Materials 
Savings, $34.0 /kW

On-site Materials,
$341.0 /kW

Off-Site 
Manufacturing 

Savings, $0.0 /kW

Off-Site 
Manufacturing, 
$2,200.0 /kW

Indirect Costs 
Savings, $0.0 /kW

Indirect Costs, 
$1,942.5 /kW
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7.3.2 Construction Methods or Materials that Reduce Craft Labor Costs 
A number of materials and construction techniques have been developed to make the structures 
and components easier to install. These practices or materials result in decreased on-site labor 
costs, although their use sometimes requires additional spending on materials or on off-site 
manufacturing.  

Because these technologies reduce labor hours, they may also reduce construction duration, 
which provides significant saving of indirect costs. Technologies in this group primarily address 
the cost driver discussed in Sections 7.1.1, 7.1.5, and 7.1.12. Some example technologies are 
enhanced concrete formwork technologies, improved welding technologies, self-consolidating 
concrete, moisture tolerant coatings, advanced concrete, tools that increase inspect-ability, 
embedded sensors, advanced NDE, surface mounted seismic sensors, and use of robotics. Some 
of these ideas are listed in Table 7-18. 

An example construction method could result in a decrease for all labor and provide 20% savings 
on labor and 5% savings on materials across the structures and improvements COA (mostly 
concrete structures). If successfully implemented this technology could reduce OCC by  
$121.4/kW and LCOE by $1.4/MWh. The inputs and results of this calculation are provided in 
Table 7-8, Table 7-9, Figure 7-9, and Figure 7-10. 

Table 7-7 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 2 (Construction Method – Labor Reduction) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements 

(21) 

-20% -5% 0% $112.9/kW $8.5/kW $0.0/kW $121.4/kW 

Indirect Costs 
(3X) 

0.0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Total OCC Savings for Example Technology 2 (Construction Method – Labor 
Reduction) 

$121.4/kW 

Table 7-8 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 2 (Construction Method – Labor Reduction) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements 

(21) 

-14% 0% 0% $1.3/MWh $0.1/MWh $0.0/MWh $1.4/MWh 

Indirect Costs 
(3X) 

0% $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh 

Total LCOE Savings for Example Technology 2 (Construction Method – Labor 
Reduction) 

$1.4/MWh 
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Figure 7-9 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 2 (Construction Method – Labor Reduction) 

 
Figure 7-10 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 2 (Construction Method – Labor Reduction) 
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7.3.3 Tools that Increase Craft Worker Productivity 
There are many technologies and practices that increase the productivity of workers. Some of 
these are discussed in Section 7.1.1. Because these technologies reduce labor hours, they may 
also reduce construction duration, which results in significant saving of indirect costs. Some 
example technologies include wearable devices, instituting a more rigorous planning process 
such as Last Planner System (LPS), worker training, planning for time-phased yard usage, and 
use of BIM. Some of these ideas are listed in Table 7-18. 

An example construction method that reduces labor costs could provide 20% savings on labor 
on all 2X COAs. If successfully implemented this technology could reduce OCC by $196.4/kW 
and LCOE by $2.2/MWh. The inputs and results of this calculation are provided in Table 7-10, 
Table 7-11, Figure 7-11, and Figure 7-12.  

Table 7-9 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 3 (Craft Worker Productivity) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements 

(21) 

-20% 0% 0% $112.9/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $112.9/kW 

Reactor 
Equipment (22) 

-20% 0% 0% $24.6/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $24.6/kW 

Turbine 
Generator 

Equipment (23) 

-20% 0% 0% $12.8/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $12.8/kW 

Electrical 
Equipment (24) 

-20% 0% 0% $10.2/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $10.2/kW 

Heat Rejection 
System (25) 

-20% 0% 0% $15.4/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $15.4/kW 

Miscellaneous 
Equipment (26) 

-20% 0% 0% $20.5/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $20.5/kW 

Indirect Costs 
(3X) 

0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Total Savings for Example Technology 2 (Construction Methods - Labor) $196.4/kW 
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Table 7-10 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 3 (Craft Worker Productivity) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements 

(21) 

-25.0% 0.0% 0.0% $1.3/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh $1.3/MWh 

Reactor 
Equipment 

(22) 

-25.0% 0.0% 0.0% $0.3/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.3/MWh 

Turbine 
Generator 
Equipment 

(23) 

-25.0% 0.0% 0.0% $0.1/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.1/MWh 

Electrical 
Equipment 

(24) 

-25.0% 0.0% 0.0% $0.1/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.1/MWh 

Heat Rejection 
System (25) 

-25.0% 0.0% 0.0% $0.2/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.2/MWh 

Miscellaneous 
Equipment 

(26) 

-25.0% 0.0% 0.0% $0.2/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh $0.2/MWh 

Indirect Costs 
(3X) 

0% $0.0%/MWh 0.0/MWh  

Total Savings for Example Technology 3 (Craft Worker Productivity) $2.2/MWh 
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Figure 7-11 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 3 (Craft Worker Productivity) 

 
Figure 7-12 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 3 (Craft Worker Productivity) 
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7.3.4 Methods and Tools that Reduce Construction Duration or Indirect Cost 
Burden 

Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 discuss techniques, tools, and methods that primarily result in decreased 
craft labor costs. These costs fall under the “direct costs” category. However, much of the labor 
on site is considered an “indirect cost”. The code of accounts under indirect costs are: Field 
indirect costs (31), Construction supervision (32), Commissioning and startup costs (33), 
Demonstration test run (34), Design services offsite (35), Project/construction management 
services offsite (37) and onsite (39), and Design services onsite (38). Some example 
technologies/methods/tools in this area are remote employee monitoring, design completion prior 
to starting construction, use of planning software, and 100% design completion. Some of these 
ideas are listed in Table 7-18. 

An example method that could reduce construction duration, could allow some construction 
activities to be completed in parallel. Table 7-12 and Table 7-13 show the cost savings from an 
example technology that is assumed to not influence labor, materials, and equipment, but reduce 
construction duration by 20%. It is observed that labor, materials, and equipment in the LCOE 
calculation are reduced even though they were unaffected in the calculation of OCC. This is due 
to the reduction in schedule and the corresponding reduction in interest owed on those 
components. If successfully implemented, this technology would not impact OCC direct costs, 
but would reduce OCC (via indirect costs) by 7.9% ($153.7/kW) and LCOE by $4.4/MWh. 
Note that some of the COAs in Table 7-12 had savings below $0.05/MWh which round to the 
displayed values of $0.0/MWh. In some cases, the cumulative savings from these categories 
caused the reported Total Savings (final column) to be greater than the displayed sum of the 
preceding columns. Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14 summarize the results of the calculations.  

Table 7-11 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 4 (Reduction in Construction Time) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements (21) 

0% 0% 0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Reactor 
Equipment (22) 

0% 0% 0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Turbine Generator 
Equipment (23) 

0% 0% 0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Electrical 
Equipment (24) 

0% 0% 0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Heat Rejection 
System (25) 

0% 0% 0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Miscellaneous 
Equipment (26) 

0% 0% 0% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $0.0/kW 

Indirect Costs (3X) -8% $153.7/kW $153.7/kW 

Total Savings for Example Technology 4 (Reduction in Construction Time) $153.7/kW 
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Table 7-12 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 4 (Reduction in Construction Time) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements 

(21) 

-6.5% -7.2% -6.5% $0.41/MWh $0.14/MWh $0.47/MWh $1.02/MWh 

Reactor 
Equipment (22) 

-3.5% -4.1% -4.1% $0.04/MWh $0.01/MWh $0.30/MWh $0.35/MWh 

Turbine 
Generator 

Equipment (23) 

-4.5% -6.2% -5.3% $0.03/MWh $0.01/MWh $0.17/MWh $0.21/MWh 

Electrical 
Equipment (24) 

-1.4% -1.4% -1.4% $0.01/MWh $0.01/MWh $0.03/MWh $0.04/MWh 

Heat Rejection 
System (25) 

-3.1% -3.1% -3.1% $0.02/MWh $0.00/MWh $0.03/MWh $0.06/MWh 

Miscellaneous 
Equipment (26) 

-2.4% -1.4% -2.6% $0.02/MWh $0.01/MWh $0.06/MWh $0.10/MWh 

Indirect Costs 
(3X) 

-12% $2.7/MWh $2.7/MWh 

Total Savings for Example Technology 4 (Reduction in Construction Time) $4.4/MWh 

 
Figure 7-13 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 4 (Reduction in Construction Time) 

Direct Labor Savings,
$0 /kW

Direct Labor,
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Figure 7-14 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 4 (Reduction in Construction Time) 

7.3.5 Improved Manufacturing Techniques for Off-Site Components 
As shown in Figure 7-2 off-site manufacturing costs are a greater share of OCC than on-site 
labor, on-site materials, and indirect costs. If the commercial nuclear industry begins to grow, 
market forces may drive down the cost of components (and materials) brought to site. Other cost 
reductions in this area may be the result of the work done in the industry, such as optimization 
of commercial dedication processes, improving the supply chain (Section 7.1.10), or 
demonstrations that show the validity of novel techniques to vendors. Some of these ideas are 
listed in Table 7-18. 

An example technology (for example, a supply chain improvement or procurement method) that 
allows purchasing of off-site equipment needed for structures and improvements (COA 21) at a 
cost reduction of 20% is considered in this example. Table 7-14 and Table 7-15 show that if 
successfully implemented this method reduce OCC by $130.0/kW and LCOE by $1.5/MWh. 
Figure 7-15 and Figure 7-16 summarize the results of these example calculations 
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Table 7-13 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 5 (Reduced Off-Site Manufacturing Costs) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements (21) 

0% 0% -20% $0.0/kW $0.0/kW $130.0/kW $130.0/kW 

Indirect Costs (3X) 0% $0.0 $0.0/kW 

Total Savings for Example Technology 5 (Reduced Off-Site Manufacturing Costs) $130.0/kW 

Table 7-14 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 5 (Reduced Off-Site Manufacturing Costs) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements (21) 

0.0% 0% -25% $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh $1.5/MWh $1.5/MWh 

Indirect Costs (3X) 0% $0.0/MWh $0.0/MWh 

Total Savings for Example Technology 5 (Reduced Off-Site Manufacturing Costs) $1.5/MWh 

 
Figure 7-15 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 5 (Reduced Off-Site Manufacturing Costs) 

Direct Labor 
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$0 /kW
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$1,943 /kW
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Figure 7-16 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 5 (Reduced Off-Site Manufacturing Costs) 

7.3.6 Design for Economic Construction 
As discussed in Section 7.1.3, there are design changes that can be made to reduce the 
construction costs. This can come by planning to make structures easier to build, components 
easier to install, redesigning systems so the new systems are fundamentally cheaper, or by 
redesigning the plant such that whole systems are non-existent. Savings in this category may 
change each cost category in different ways with a net cost reduction. Some examples include 
designing the plant such that some systems or components are no longer needed, designing such 
that safety related components are no longer safety related, increased use of modularity, use of 
seismic isolation, use of ATF, and replacing the linear no-dose threshold. Some of these ideas are 
listed in Table 7-18. 

These kinds of projects redesign components/structures and therefore affect all aspects of those 
components/structures. An example project could reduce the cost of labor by 10%, materials by 
10%, equipment by 5%, and duration by 15% for COA 21. Table 7-16, Table 7-17, show that  
if successfully implemented, it could reduce OCC by $146.2/kW and LCOE by $2.2/MWh. 
Figure 7-17, and Figure 7-18 summarize the results of these example calculations 
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Table 7-15 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 6 (Example Component Redesign) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements (21) 

-10% -10% -5% $56.5/kW $17.0/kW $32.5/kW $106.0/kW 

Indirect Costs (3X) -2% $40.2/kW $40.2/kW 

Total Savings for Example Technology 6 (Example Component Redesign) $146.2/kW 

Table 7-16 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 6 (Example Component Redesign) 

COA Labor Materials Equipment Labor Materials Equipment Total 
Savings 

Structures and 
Improvements (21) 

-12.5% -13.1% -6.6% $0.7/MWh $0.2/MWh $0.5/MWh $1.5/MWh 

Indirect Costs (3X) -3% $0.7/MWh $0.7/MWh 

Total Savings for Example Technology 6 (Example Component Redesign) $2.2/MWh 

 
Figure 7-17 
OCC Savings from Example Technology 6 (Example Component Redesign) 
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Figure 7-18 
LCOE Savings from Example Technology 6 (Example Component Redesign) 

7.3.7 Summary List 
The previous Sections 7.3.1 through 7.3.6 described six generic example technologies that could 
reduce the baselines cost in different ways. The amount of decreased costs for each example 
technology is highly dependent on how many COAs were affected, and on the multiplier chosen 
to reduce each cost. In general, technology areas are likely to have a large impact if they meet 
some or all of the following criteria: 

• Decrease interference between resources: Many of the solutions that address worker 
productivity focus on eliminating competition between resources. Huge savings can be found 
if more activities are allowed to run in parallel. 

• Reduce project timeline: Timeline reductions reduce the amount of interest that must be paid 
during construction.  

• Affect multiple cost drivers: Technologies that span multiple cost drivers are more likely to 
have a significant impact on cost.  

• Affect multiple components: Technologies that span multiple components provide more 
opportunities for cost savings.  

Table 7-18 provides a summary of 57 technologies that could be used to reduce the cost drivers 
identified in Section 7.1. Also, the EPRI ANT focus area that each of the specified technology 
most closely aligns with, was identified.  

Many technologies were also identified as technologies that other programs (e.g., DOE, GAIN, 
University, Code Committees, National Labs, etc.) would also be well suited to investigate. A 
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lettered system was used to determine the market focus (Generation III/III+, SMRs, or advanced 
reactors) and the expected cost impact on direct costs, indirect costs, interest during construction, 
operating and maintenance costs, and fuel costs. The letters used were L for impacts estimated to 
be less than $50/kWe (<1% of OCC), M for $50-200/kWe (1-5% of OCC), and H for >200/kWe 
(>5%).  

The time period on which the technology was expected be able to be deployed is also listed  
(0-5 years, 5-10 years, 10-20 years). Specific ways in which each technology impacts OCC or 
LCOE are also identified. Note that these estimates are somewhat qualitative because the level of 
detail for each technology needed to accurately assess expected benefits is not universally 
available. 
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Table 7-17 
Evaluation of R&D Opportunities 
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Table 7-17 
Evaluation of R&D Opportunities (continued) 
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4 ● ● ● ●

5 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
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Structures 16 ● ● ● ● ●

Note 1:
L = <$50/kWe on 

OCC
M= $50-200/kWe 

(1-5%)
H= >200/kWe 

(>5%)
DD= Design 
Dependent

Enabling Technologies "Required" or 
Prerequisites and as Such are Not Modeled Note 2:
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Amenable to 
Quantitative Modeling 

for R&D RoadmapPlant Construction and Commissioning Plant Commercial Mission and Operations

Area
R&D 

Opportunity
No.

Examples of Specific Impacts (Economic and Other)
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Table 7-17 
Evaluation of R&D Opportunities (continued) 
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Table 7-17 
Evaluation of R&D Opportunities (continued) 
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21 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

22 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
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28 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

29 ● ● ● ● ●

30 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

31 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

32 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

33 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

34 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

35 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Note 1:
H= >200/kWe 

(>5%)
DD= Design 
Dependent

Enabling Technologies "Required" or 
Prerequisites and as Such are Not Modeled Note 2:

L = <$50/kWe on 
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for R&D RoadmapPlant Construction and Commissioning Plant Commercial Mission and Operations
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Table 7-17 
Evaluation of R&D Opportunities (continued) 
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Table 7-17 
Evaluation of R&D Opportunities (continued) 
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